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THE WARD·BELMONT SCHOOL
(liARD-BELMONT makes no statement which sheis not prepared to make real to the earnest,painstaking student. Her catalogues are pub-
lished to give definite, trustworthy information,
and they embody the same fine principles of sincerity, truth,
and honor which she earnestly attempts to inculcate in her
students. '
HISTORICAL SKETCH
Ward-Belmont is a union of Ward Seminary and Bel-
mont College. Ward Seminary Was founded in 1865 by
William E. Ward, D.D., and Belmont College was founded
in 1890 by Misses Ida E. Hood and Susan L. Heron. In
June, 1913, the two schools were united on the Belmont
campus under the charter name, "The Ward-Belmont
School." Ward-Belmont is not forgetful of her past; she
honors her founders, she reveres the two parent schools, and
points with pride to that long line of graduates and stu.
dents who have gone out into life's service, and whose happy
memories and genuine affection for the old schools now bind
them to the new.
A record of long service.in a national field constitutes
the richest heritage and the real asset with which Ward.
Belmont pursues her new and larger life.
NASHVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS
NashviJIe has an enviable record as an historical, educa-
tional, and cultural center.
The chosen location of great universities, professional
schools, colleges, and preparatory schools, Nashville has
established a far-famed reputation as a center of learning.
Ward Seminary and Belmont, through their long and
honored careers, have .contributed much toward winning
. for the city of Nashville her merited title of "The Athens of
the South." These two schools, in cooperation with Van-
derbilt University and George Peabody College for Teach-
Page thirtee.
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ers, have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of culture
which makes this city an ideal horne for students.
On an imposing eminence the State Capitol stands, an
interesting example of classic architecture. In its grounds
is the tomb of President James K. Polk. Located at a cen-
tral point in the Centennial Park is a facsimile of the Par-
thenon, true in every detail. On one of the many beautiful
drives and car lines is Belle Meade, for many years a cele-
brated stock farm. Twelve miles from Nashville is the
Hermitage, the home and burial place of Andrew Jackson,
President, statesman and warrior. Not far from the Ward-
Belmont campus is the battlefield of Nashville, and near by
stretches the scene of the battles of Franklin and Stones
River. Within a few hours' ride are Lookout Mountain
and Mammoth Cave. Nashville is within easy reach of all
the historical points of Tennessee.
In addition to the cultural advantages offered by Nash-
ville through its educational and historical interests, an
opportunity is given by the city to hear many of the most
famous artists. readers. and lecturers. Nashville thus af-
fords the means for acquiring a most liberal culture.
THE CAMPUS
Ward-Belmont stands in the beautiful hilltop park for-
merly owned by Belmont College, and to both the grounds
and' buildings handsome additions have recently been made.
The campus, containing thirty acres, is surrounded by one
of the best residence sections of Nashville. Embowered in
trees and shrubs which represent the artistic planting and
cultivation of sixty years, this naturally picturesque park
makes a campus of unusual beauty. It is sufficiently re-
moved to give that quiet and seclusion which are conducive
to studious habits; yet the railway station, the shopping
districts, and the churches of all denominations in the city
are easily accessible by car. The site is on the highest ele-
vation in the Vanderbilt University and the Peabody Col-
lege sections, and is within easy walking distance of either.
CLIMATE AND HEALTH
The bracing atmosphere and temperate climate of Mid-
dle Tennessee make Nashville an ideal location for school
work. Pupils from more northern States, as well as those
pa,ge iourteen
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from farther south, find here a school home unexcelled in
physical advantages. The mild w:eather and the inviting
campus encourage outdoor sports and games, which have
contributed much toward maintaining the phenomenal
health record of the school.
Ward-Belmont realizes just how much the health of
its students depends on physical conditions, and safeguards
their health in every possible way. The buildings are sani-
tary; the drinking water is filtered, sterilized, cooled, and
is supplded in hygienic fountains throughout the buildings;
a trained and experienced nurse has charge of a well-
ordered infirmary. Though the school has been singularly
free from communicable diseases and has never been visited
by an epidemic of any kind, yet an isolation hospital is
maintained as a guard against such an epidemic. A fur-
ther precaution is the requirement that a certificate of good
health be furnished by every resident student.
Ward-Belmont realizes that in order to reach the best
mental as well as physical results. one must have good,
nourishing food. Especial care is paid, there:fiore, to the
meals and their preparation. The kitchen and bakery have
the latest improvements in steam cooking, gas- and electric
appliances, and cold storage; the dining hall is commodious
and attractive. The menus are supervised by a trained
dietitian. A diet table under the supervision of this dieti-
tian is maintained for those whose health requires it.
In addition to the physical safeguards and the abundant
supply of wholesome, nutritious food, the regular habits and
ordered life of the school, and physical culture scientifically
adapted to the student's individual needs, are potent factors
in promoting the excellent health record of Ward-Belmont.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The plan of the buildings is that of a quadrangle with
one open side. On the north side of this square are located
Fidelity, North Front, South Front, and 'Founders Halls
with the drawing rooms. the auditorium, and the dining
rooms; on the east, two other residence halls, Pembroke and
Heron Hall; and on the south, the Academic Building. In
addition to these there are three residence homes-Leftwich
Lodge, Hudson Cottage, and Rose Cottage. Other buildings
on the campus included in the school plant are the music
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practice house, tea house, green-houses, and at a greater
distance from the residence halls the isolation hospital and
the heating plant. The buildings are handsome and com-
modious, and are models in their adaptation to school use.
They are fitted with the most improved methods of sanita-
tion, heating, lighting, ventilation, and fire escapes.
The Academic Building, in classic colonial architecture,
was completed and equipped in 1914 at a cost of $150,000.
In this building are the large. well-lighted classrooms, the
library, the science laboratories, the expression and art
studios, and the administration offices. The library con-
tains about six thousand volumes. Under the care of ex-
perienced attendants, it is open at practically all hours.
With its well-chosen books of reference, with its reading
tables supplied with standard magazines and daily papers,
it is an inviting spot to the casual reader and the serious
student.· This building also contains a white tiled swim-
ming pool. and a gymnasium well equipped with apparatus,
showers, dressing rooms, and lockers.
Since the dormitories are entirely separate from the
classrooms, they have a quiet, homelike atmosphere. The
residence halls are all practically new, freshly furnished,
and in their arrangements meet every demand of comfort-
able and refined home life. There are ample sanitary ap-
pointments and baths on every floor, while in Pembroke
and Heron Halls, which are arranged in suites, there is a
bath between the two rooms of each suite. Each room ac-
commodates only two girls, and is furnished with a rug,
bureau, table, chairs, single iron beds, and, with few excep-
tions, separate closets. All the rooms have outside exposure,
with abundant sunlight and fresh air.
Interested parents are requested to visit Ward-Belmont,
as only a personal inspection can give an adequate idea of
the way in which the comforts of a well-ordered home have
been combined with the essentials of a well-equipped school.
WOODY CREST
Instead of Edenwold, the former country club of Ward-
. Belmont, the school has been fortunate in securing Woody
Crest-a fine old estate more accessible than Edenwold.
. Woo~y Crest was built for a home-a hospitable place
WIth prIvacy assured by its surrounding hundred and forty
P4ge _ten
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acres. It was purchased just as it had been occupied, with
the furniture appropriate to a well-appointed home. Its
quiet and beautiful location commanding a view of the hills,
its wide verandas and spacious reception rooms, make it an
ideal country club. There are gardens with masses of roses
and peonies, and sloping lawns shaded with great oaks and
maples surround the house. The farm is large enough to
be of great value in furnishing fresh vegetables, milk and
cream to the school household.
FACULTY
While Ward-Belmont has continual pride in her loca-
tion, buildings, and"equipment, yet she is ever conscious of
the fact that the real strength of any school must lie in its
teaching force. Ward-Belmont spares no expense in select-
ing her faculty, and 'in the various departments are men
and women of the highest ideals who have been educated in
standard colleges "and universities of this country and.
abroad, and who have had successful experience in the
classroom. In the literary work, in Music, Art, Expression,
Ho~e Economics, and in Physical Education, the same high
standards are upheld, Ward-Belmont believes that true
education is character building, and selects her faculty with
this in mind. That the inspiration from personal touch be-
tween teacher and pupil may be kept constantly at the maxi-
mum, the school maintains the approximate ratio of one
faculty member to ten pupils. Ward-Belmont is character-
ized by corddal friendship and sympathetic interest in the
attitude of the faculty toward the students in all the activi-
ties of the school.
HOME LIFE
The President and his family and many of the teachers
live in the residence halls, and their presence as constant
advisers and sympathetic friends contributes much to that
spirit of comradeship and good cheer so ,evident in the
school. Constant appeal is made for sincere cooperation on
the part of every student in maintaining wholesome etand-
ards of school living on the principle that 'kindness and con-
fidence are more efficacious than ,stringent rules. The effect,
therefore is not one of repression, but of self-restraint,
resulting'in that character development which comes with
a growing sense of obligation. Handsome parlors, -attrac-
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tive corridors, invi-ti,ng rest rooms on every hall, and the
unusual feature of a roof garden for recreation, all attest
the care with which the home comforts and pleasures have
been anticipated.
SOCIAL CLUBS
Ten clubs with a membership of forty to sixty each are
a pleasant feature of the social life of the school. Member-
ship in oneof these clubs is expected of every student. They
meet formally once a week for social, literary or musical
programs, and informally at other times for recreation. A
spirit of loyalty 'in the clubs develops in the students the
best qualities, mental and moral as well as social.
. RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
The Christian homes all over the land are sources from
which our students come. Though no sectarianism is lived
or taught, every effort is made to stimulate and strengthen
the impulse toward Christian life and service. Regular
Bible courses form part of the curriculum, and there is an
active YoungWomen's Christian Association in which the
members of the faculty cooperate with the students. The
Association and the school jointly employ a trained and
experiencedsecretary, whodirects the activities of the Y.W.
C. A. so that the influences of this organization are made
vital in the life of the school. The Sunday School conducted
by members of the faculty, systematic Bible training and
mission study, daily devotional exercises at chapel, and fre-
quent. visits by the pastors of the city, are among the
agencies by which the school life is made wholesome and
inspiring. The spirit of church loyalty is fostered by re-
quiring each student to attend the church of her choice on
Sundaymorning.
i
u I
DRESS AND HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
Extravagance and extremes in dress are firmly discour-
ag~d. Every ?oarding pupil is required to have as the school
umform a plain tailored suit, either of dark blue or of black.
This suit may be purchased before coming to Nash~ille if
a patron so desires. As a part of this uniform are to be
Worna suitable blue or black waist without trimmings of
any sort, dark walking shoes, and a black hat simply
Pa.ge eighteen.
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trimmed without color of any kind. This suit must be used
for street and church and on all public occasions. Dinner
gowns suffice for evening functions, and elaborate evening
gowns are not permitted. No uniform is required dur-
ing the school day, but the clothing worn should be simple
and suitable for schooluse. All boarding pupils are expected
to provide themselves with bath robe, bedroom slippers,
laundry bag, hot-water bag, umbrella, radncoat, overshoes,
walking shoes of approved design, a comfort, pair of blank-
ets. dresser and washstand scarfs, and one trunk cover.
Trunks must be marked with full name and home address.
All articles to be sent to the laundry must be clearly marked
with the full name of the pupil. An abundant supply of
table napkins, towels, sheets, pillowcases, and bedspreads is
furnished each student at a reasonable charge for the year.
A special folder on dress will be sent on request.
LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
The presence in Nashville of great universities and pro-
fessional schools insures the corning of famous lecturers and
entertainers. Lectures on a great variety of subjects, free
to the student body, are delivered during the year by men
and women who are experts on the themes they treat.
Artists of international reputation are frequently brought
to the city by Ward-Belmont and other organizations. In
the past Ward-Belmont students have heard the following,
among other notable people:
/
Lectures-President Arthur T. Hadley, E. E. Barnard, Leon H.
Vincent, Emil G. Hirsch, Russell H. Conwell, Wi~liam Hawley Smith,
Lorado Taft. William J. Bryan, President W. H. Taft, President
Woodrow Wilson, United States Senator Luke Lea, Robert E. Speer,
United States Senator W. R. Webb, Dr. Carolyn Geisel, Francis E.
Clark, Bishop W. R. Lambuth, Evangelist J. Wilburn Chapman, Pres-
ident John Franklin Goucher, Bishop W. F. McDowell, Bishop Thomas
F. Gatlor, Bishop Eugene R. Hendrix, President W. H. ·P. Faunce,
Dan Crawford of Africa, Henry Oldys, Camden M. Coburn (archeolo-
gist), Dr. G. Campbell Morgan, Bishop McConnell, Henry Turner
Bailey, Stephen S. Wise, William D. MacClintock, Frank Alvah Par-
sons, Lieutenant Delaroche-Vemet, Captain Pierre Loriot, General Sir
Walter Lawrence. Monsieur Cestre, Dr. Clarence D. Ussher, Dr. Wil-
liam Jay Hudson.
Authors-Hamilton W. Mabie, Richard G. Moulton, John A. Wyetll,
Josiah Strong, Felix Adler, George Kennan, Marion Crawford, Newell
Dwight Hillis, Lyman Abbott, Walter H. Page, J. Ward Stinson,
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James Whitcomb Riley, Ruth McEnery Stuart, Rabindranath Tagore,
John Trotwood Moore, Elizabeth Fraser,. Vachel Lindsay.
Readers-Montaville Flowers, Frank C. Elliott, Ida Benfey, Caro-
line Gordon, Leland Powers, Bertha Kunz Baker, F'red Emerson
Brooks, Eulie Mae Rushmore, Ella Sedgwick Southwick, C. E. W~
Griffith, Carolyn Foye Flanders, Madame Labadie.
Musicians-Tetrazzini, Melba, Paderewski, Liebling, Saville, Ovide
Musin, Clarence Eddy, Royal Italian Band, Metropolitan Grand
Opera Company in Parsifal, Calve, Kubelik, Leandro Campanart (vio-
linist), Cecil Fanning (baritone), Madame Zimmennan (soprano),
Oscar Seagle (baritone). Leopold Kramer, Francis McMillin, Max
Bendix, Maud Powell, Arthur Hartmann, Fritz Kreisler, Emil Sauret,
Carl Grienauer, Steindel, Edward Baxter Perry, Leopold Winkler,
Sherwood, Gertrude Peppercorn, Burmeister, Josef Hoffman, Mark
Hambourg, Bloomfield Zeisler, Percy Grainger, Augusta Cotlow, Har-
old Bauer, Carrena, Reisenauer, Godowski, de Pachman, George Ham-
lin, Glenn Hall, Bonci, Bispham, DeReszke, Muriel Foster, Homer,
Schumann-Heink, Mary Garden, Nordica, Sembrtch, Gadski, Alice
Nielson, Alma Gluck, Frances Ingram, Christine Miller, Julia Culp,
Frederic Morley, Angelo Cortese (harpist), Ricardo Martin, Jomelli,
Gerville Reache; the Zoellnel"String Quartette; Tollefsen Trio; the
Strauss, Victor Herbert, Russian, Minneapolis and Cincinnati Sym-
phonies; the Damrosch Orchestra; the United States Marine Band;
the Savage Opera Company, the Aborn Opera Company, the Lom-
bardi Opera Company, the Boston Grand Opera Company, the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra; Spiering, Galli-Curci, John McCormack,
Josef Bonnet, Misha Elman, Vovaes, Werrenrath, Stracciari, Caruso,
Grand Opera Quartette, Farrar, Braelau, Lhevinne, Leviteki.
EXCURSIONS
. Nashvillehas an interesting historical and geographical
setting. Every year our pupils are given opportunities to
visit the historical places of interest in or near Nashville.
It has been the custom to take a yearly trip to Washington
and to visit en route Lookout Mountain, Natural Bridge,
Luray Caverns, and Norfolk. Such a trip was taken in
April, 1920, and a similar one, including New York, will be.
offered in 1921. In the past we have had school parties
spending the summer vacation in Europe under the chap.
eronageof severalof our teachers. Those trips were discon-
tinued during the war but were resumed in the summer
of 1920.
I
Ii
I
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NASHVILLE REFERENCES
Any patron of Ward-Belmont may be consulted; and
while we confidently refer inquirers to any citizen of Nash-
ville, we are formally authorized to say that anyone of the
gentlemen named below will cheerfully answer inquiries:
James 1. Vance, D.D., Pastor First Presbyterian Church.
George stoves, D.D., Pastor West End Methodist Church.
Allen Fort, D.D., Pastor First Baptist Ch·urch.
Carey E. Morgan, D.D., Pastor. Vine Street Christian Church.
E. E. Cobbs, D.D., Rector Christ Church.
M. N. Waldrip. D.D., Pastor McKendree Church.
Rabbi 1. Lewinthal, Vine Street Temple.
-.Bishop W. R. .Lambuth, Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
E. B. Chappell, D.O., Sunday School Editor of the M. E. Church,
South.
J. E. Clarke, D.O., Editor Presbyterian Advance, and Secretary
of the College Board of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.
S. H. Chester, D.D., Secretary Foreign Missions of the Presby-
terian Church in the United States.
Chancellor James H. Kirkland, LL.D., Vanderbilt University.
President Bruce R. Payne, LL.D., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
H. C. Tolman, Ph.D., D.O., Dean Vanderbilt University.
W. R. Manier, Sr., Secretary Commercial.Club.
MUSIC, ART, AND EXPRESSION
In the education of girls and young women, it is impor-
tant that a proper balance be maintained between Literary
subjects and the Fine Arts. In this way only can a woman
be prepared best for her mission in the world. The work
of the school in the Liberal Arts is of the highest order, and
equal emphasis is placed on Music, Art, and Expression in
all their branches. Frequent music recitals of the highest
order tend to developan appreciation for that which is best
in this rich field. Students are always made welcometo the
Art studios, and special exhibitions are given to cultivate
a love for the beautiful in color and fonn. In the School
of Expression a weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is
offered to all boarding students without extra charge. At-
tractive studios and an inspiring environment make the
work of these departments a genuine delight. The teachers
represent the best culture and training of this count.ryand
Europe. They have established an enviable reputation for
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Ward-Belmont as one of the distinct centers for the training
of young women in these subjects so important in the devel-
opment of resthetic taste and temperament.
HOME ECONOMICS
The lifting of the home maker's work to its proper place
among the sciences is perhaps one of the most significant
recent educational reforms. Domestic Science and Domes-
tic Art are now regarded as essential in a well-rounded
education for women. Responding to this progressive move-
ment, Ward-Belmont maintains a thorough department for
the study of the home and its varied problems. A weekly
lesson in Household Decoration is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge. With its comprehensive
courses, its attractive and well-equipped laboratories, and
with its able corps of teachers, this department of practical
worth holds an established place among the most popular
activities of the school.
SECRETARIAL AND BUSINESS COURSES
To meet still further the unusual needs of the present
time, Ward-Belmont is offering special courses ill Stenog-
raphy, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, and Secretarial work.
thus giving a thorough insight into the practical funda-
mentals of business.
There is a growing realization that in the future women
must be prepared, not only to conduct the business affairs,
of the home, hut also to share .in the leadership of civic
affairs, and in many cases to fill positions of executive
responsibility orto manage their own estates.
PHYSICAL CULTURE AND PLAYGROUND
SUPERVISION
Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and
in Playground SuperVision, subjects which are being empha-
sized today as never before in education. The campus af-
for~s opportunity for outdoor games, the gymnasium is so
eqUlpped that exercise may be adapted to the individual
ne~dsof the pupil, and the swLmrningpool is modern at every
point and free to all resident students. Trained teachers are
~n charge of every feature of this department. The work
in Playground Supervision is so planned that the students
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enjoy the recreation, 'and at the same thne grasp the meth-
ods by which directed play may be made to promote health,
sthnulate the intellect, and lift the moral tone of any
community.
GYMNASIUM
The erection of a new gymnasium building, commo-
dious and with every modern improvement, to be devoted
entirely to the work of the Department of Physical Educa-
tion, is being planned under the auspices of the Ward-
Belmont Athletic Association. This building will be read;
for use in 1922.
COURSE OF SnJDY IN LIBERAL ARTS
Ward·Belmont offers a six-year Classical Course, corre-
sponding to the four years of a preparatory school and the
Freshman and Sophomore years of a standard four-year
college. A student who contemplates entering a certain col-
lege or university after the completion of the Classical
Course should advise the Dean in advance, that, the subjects
which she takes in Ward-Belmont may he those required by
that institution.
The General Course, of equal length, is provided for the
larger number who do not intend to do further college work
after graduation from Ward-Belmont. In this course more
liberty in choice of subjects is allowed. With certain limi-
tations. Music, Art, Expression, and Home Economics may
be included and counted toward graduation.
At the end of the first four years of the course, corre-
sponding to the high school period, students may receive the
High School Certificate, provided the proper balance has
been maintained by the completion of courses prescribed.
Those 'earning this Certificate can ordinarily complete re-
quirements for a Ward-Belmont Junior College diploma in
two additional years; or they may be admitted without ex-
amination to the leading colleges and universities which
admit students on certificates, provided in each case the
peculiar entrance requirements of the institution considered
have been met.
ADVICE ON CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
It is our desire that the courses of study be clearly un-
derstood by parents and prospective pupils. Again, it is
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important that each pupil's course be carefully planned on
the basis of work already completed, and that individual
tastes and aims be taken into account. To accomplish these
ends, correspondence and personal conference with the Dean
are cordially invited. .Prospectivs patrons are urged to
cooperate with us in working out a course of study in ad-
vance of the opening days of the session in order to allow
more deliberate consideration of individual needs. Plans
so made can be modified, if it seems desirable to a patron,
on the opening days of school; but further changes during
the year are usually not allowed. Continuity of effort and
the greatest advancement can in this way be secured.
I
APPLICAnON FOR ENROLLMENT
For several years past every place in the school has been
taken some weeks in advance of the opening, there has been
a long waiting list, and many who desired admission have
been disappointed. Therefore, we advise early application.
This application should be made on the school's special
plank, which calls for references, and must be accompanied
by a physician's certificate as to the health of the applicant.
These forms will be sent on request, and no student can be
definitely enrolled until they are properly filled out, sub-
mitted to the Registrar with the enrolhnent fee of $25.00.
and formally accepted.
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COURSES OF STUDY
I. LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
(Preparatory courses are designated by Roman numerals; College
courses by letters. The schoolreserves the right to with-
draw any class for which there are not as
many as ten applicants.)
ENGLISH
The importance of the department of English in both
its branches of Rhetoric and of Literature is duly recog-
nized, and the work carefully and amply provided for by a
full corps of college- and university-trained teachers.
Throughout the course the utmost stress is placed on writ-
ing as training for systematic work, clear thinking, origi-
nality, andthe habitual' and easy use of good English. The
aim of the work in Literature is to foster, through a study
of masterpieces, a taste for the best that has been, written,
an admirable means of mental discipline, as well as of lib-
eral culture. The study of English is closely correlated
with that of other departments, including History and Lan-
guages, in order to give the student broader understanding
and to make her school work more generally and penna-
nently valuable. Personal conferences for guidance and for
correction in theme work are required in all Rhetoric
courses as are memory work of selected passages and care-
fully prepared reports of supplementary reading in
Literature.
Course I. Literature (once a week).-Study and Reading: Selec-
tions from American poetry, with special attention to Poe, Lowell,
Bryant, Whittier; Scott's Lady of the Lake; Scott's Ivanh~e or Steven-
son's Treasure Island; Franklin's Autobiography or Irvmg's Sketch
Book.
Composition and Gram:nar (four times.a.week).-~eview of ?r~m-
mar. Special attention grven to letter wrtting, narration, description,
and paragraphing. .
Freshman, four hours a week. One point credit.
Course II. Literature (twice a week).-Study and Reading: (1,>
Addison and Steele's Sir Roger de CoverleyPapers; (2) Shakespeare s
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Merchant of Venice; (3) Coleridge's Ancient Mariner or Macaulay'.
Lays of Ancient Remer (4) Eliot's Silas Marner.
Composition and Gr(J/J'J'/Jy(W,T(three times a week) .-Review of Gram.
mar. 'Continued drill in na-rration and .descripticn ; special study of
the development of the paragraph.
Sophomore. four hours a week. One point credit.
Course Ill. Literature (three times a week).-Study: (1) Shake-
speare's Macbeth; (2) Macaulay's Life of Johnson or Carlyle's Essay
on Burns; (3) Tennyson's Idylls of the King or Palgrave's GOlden
Treasury, Books II and III; (4) Lamb's Essays of Elia.
POIt'allelReading.-(l) As You Like It or Twelfth Night or Mid-
summer Night's Dream; (2) Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum and The'
Forsaken Mennan or Goldsmith's Traveler and The Deserted Village;
(3) Dickens' Tale of Two Cities or Hawthorne's House of the Seven
Gables or Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield; (4) chief narratives of the
Old Testament.
Composition (twice a week).-Study of narration, description, expo-
sition, argument; special attention to development of the paragraph
and to sentence structure; review of Grammar.
Junior, four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV. Literature (two hours a week li.rst and second quar-
ters, three hours third and fourth quarters) .-Study! (1) Chau-
cer's Prologue; (2) Shakespeare's Henry V; (3) Milton's minor
poems; (4) Emerson's Essay on Manners; (5) Burke's Speech on
Conciliation or Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's Bunker
Hill Oration or Macaulay's Speeches on Copyright and Lincoln's Ad.
dress at the Cooper Union.
. Parallel Reading.-(l) Shakespeare's The 'Tempest or Hamlet or
Richard III; (2) Tennyson's The Princess; .(3) The Iliad (Books XI,
XIII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI may be omitted); (4) Thackeray's Henry
Esmond or Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice.
Rhetoric and Composition (two hours a week first and second quar-
ters, one hour a week third and fourth quarters) .-Continued study of
~arration, description, argument, exposition; emphasis laid on gather.
mg and arranging material for long expositions; careful review of
sentence structure and paragraph development.
Junior Middle, four hours a week. One point credit.
.. Course A •. Advanced Course in Rhetoric and Composition.-Re--
vle~ of rhetoric and composition. Review of rhetorical principles.
Dally and fortnightly themes, oral and written with individual con-
f~rences. ~arration; study and practice in the' short story. Exposi-
bon; analySISof such essays as thoea of Arnold and Stevenson' criti-
eal papers. '
Required of Senior Middle students. Two hours a week.
su Course B .. History and Development of Englisk Literature.-A
rvey ~our~e10 English Literature preliminary to any other college
course 10 LIterature.
i,
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Required of Senior Middle students. Two hours a week.
Course C. Advanced Course in Writing.-Asaignments in the
various forms of discourse. The writing of editorials, descriptive
sketches, and short stories especially stressed. Daily and weekly
themes. Long papers. Open to Senior students who have done good
work in English A.
Two hours a week. Offered, 1920-1921, if ten or more apply.
Course D. Nineteentk Century Poetry.-EngIish Poetry from
Wordsworth to Meredith with special emphasis on Wordsworth,
Tennyson and Browning.
Prerequisite: Courses A and B. Three hours a week.
Course E. The English Drama.-Lectures and Library work on
development of English drama; specimens from each period studied
in class with special emphasis on Shakespeare. Selected modern
plays studied as literary expressions of present-day problems.
Open to second year college students who have completed Courses
A and B. Three hours a week.
Course F. American Literature.-A study of Emerson, Thoreau
and Whitman with a comparison of English Nineteenth Century prose.
Prerequisites: Course A. and B or D. Three hours a week.
Course M. Types of Modern Lite1"uture.-Study of literary ex-
pressions of modern life, such as the Informal essay, the novel, the
short story and poetry. Class discussions, lectures, and occasional
themes. Open to college students who have had English III and IV.
Not to be substituted for required English courses. Three hours a
week.
BIBLICAL HISTORY AND 'LITERATURE
The following courses of study are calculated not only
to reveal the importance of' the Bible as history and its
excellence as literature, hut also to emphasize ethical and
religious values and to discover underlying principles of
thought and action applicable to the life of today.
Course I.-Elementary Bible History.
An elementary history of the Bible, intended to acquaint the
student with leading Bible characters and events, together with the
corresponding chronology and geography.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two houre a week;
credit, one-half point.
Course n.-The Life of Jesus.
Study of the land in which Jesus lived, its people and customs,
His work and character.
Sources: The gospel narratives, together with information fur-
nished by modern scholarship concerning the history, thought, and
customs of His time.
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Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two hours a week.
Half-point credit.
Course A.-General Int1'oduction to Biblical Literature.
Methodsof Bible study; survey of the history of the English Bible;
the Biblereviewed-asa library containing a great variety of literature.
Study of selected portions of the Old and New Testaments.
Open to Collegestudents. Two hours a week;
Course B.-Old Testannent History and Literature.
Study of the political, social, religious, and literary development
of the Hebrews, leading up to and including the messages of -the
prophets.
Open to Collegestudents. Three hours a week.
Course C.-The Life and Teachings of Jesus.
A c~mparative study of the Gospels as sources of our knowledge
of the hfe and work -of J.esus; careful consideration of the teachings
of Jesus in their bearing on the political. social, and religious condi-
tions of His ownday and of the present day.
Open to College students, who have had Course B or other intro-
ductory Old ~estament work. Two hours ~ week.
Course D.-The lnfluence of the Bible on the COU1'seof History
and Civilization,
'I'his traces Christian influence from the days of the Roma~ Em-
perors to the present time, presenting the historical backgrounds of
modern Christendom.
Open to Collegestudents ~ho have completed or are taking Bible
C. Two hours a week. .
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HISTORY
Th~ department of History endeavors not merely to
make its courses count for mental discipline but to secure
a thor,ou~hunderstanding of society, a co~prehension of
the principles on which everyday affairs are conducted and
a training In sympathetic judgment. The value of History
~s a means of interpreting economicand social expediency
'~ stressed: an.dthe practical worth of the subject is estab-
lished by Its intimate correlation with English language
art and curre t ts Th ". ' .n e~en. roughout the course, emphasis
IS placedon historical geography, map drawing, notes, and
reports of collateral readings.
Course 1. Greek and R H' ttory and of I te h; oman 'IS ory:-A survey of ancient his-
civilizatio ; ~ tstor-yto 800 A.D. Chtef attention is given to the
eontributi:n~ th reece and Rome, with reference to the permanent
Ab
ese races have made to modern history
out 500pages of parall 1" dl .as the Greekand Ro . e rea mg ~re assigned from such sources
man biographers, historians, and 'dramatists.
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Open to Freshmen, Sophomore and Junior students. Required
of College Preparatory students. Four bours .a week. One point
credit.
CQUTse11. History of England.-The political, social, and rehg-
ious elements in the growth of the English people. England's advance
as a world power and her colonial development. Parallel reading.
Open to Sophomoreand Junior students. Four hours a week. One
point credit.
Course 111. American History aM Civics.-A rapid survey of the
colonial period, with emphasis upon American ideals and institutions,
with a more intensive study of the critical period, the founding of the
national government, the Westward Expansion, and the problems and
movements of the nineteenth century. The forms and functions of
government are studied, with emphasis upon the ideals and defects of
today. American History first semester; Civics second semester.
Open to Junior Middle students, and, by special arrangement, to
Juniors. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV. Current Events.-An introductory study of present-
day history through periodical literature. The aim is to keep, the
student informed on important military, political, economic,scientific,
and religious affairs of the present, and to develop such intelligent
interest as will make reading of this nature a fixed habit.
Open to all students who have had Course I or U. Two hours a
week. Half point credit.
Course A. A SU'T'VeyCourse in European Hi8tory.-Part I: Europe
and England from the fall of the Roman Empire through the Refor-
mation Period, emphasizing the Feudal Regime, the MedimvalChurch,
the Renaissance, the Reformation, and the general economicand social
conditions. Part II: This part begins with England's struggle for
constitutional government and continues the development of England
and Europe to the present, emphasizing the French Revolution, the
Industrial Revolution, with its economic and social results, and the
Democratic and Nationalistic Movement of the nineteenth century.
Full parallel reading required.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Three hours a week.
Course B. The Revolutionary Period in Europe and the Nine-
teenth Century (including England).-In the study of the nineteenth
century emphasis is laid upon the great movements-scientific, eco-
nomic, social as well as political-with a view to a better under-
standing of the conditione and problems of life today.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Three hours a week.
HISTORY OF ART
The value of the work in this course is twofold. It is a
part of the record of human development, and so a humani-
tarian and mental discipline subject, as is History proper.
It is also a study of the laws underlying artistic effect, and
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as such has a distinct culture value. Both phases of the sub-
ject receive careful consideration. The work is done by
means of illustrated lectures. printed outlines, reproduc-
tions, stereopticon slides, projectoscope, etc. Extensive
reading and individual reports required.
The rise and development of architecture, sculpture, and
painting from the earliest periods through the Renaissance
'Will be studied, with emphasis on the Greek and the'
Renaissance periods.
Open to college students who have had History I or its equivalent.
Three hours a week.
HISTORY AND APPRECIA nON OF MUSIC
This course is one of Musical Appreciation upon a his-
torical basis, dealing with the important epochs and styles
in the evolution of. Music and its relation to the kindred
arts. It aims to enable the student-s-not necessarily a music
pupil-to understand and enjoy the master works of the
Classic, Romantic and Modern schools of musical composi-
tion through a knowledge of the aesthetic and psychological
principles involved in their development. The practical and
also highly cultural results accrnin., from this study are rec-
ognized by our leading institutions. The work is given by
means of lectures, material from text, collateral reading,
outlines and reports on assigned topics. Abundant illustra-
tions are given by means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola
and the Victrola, while' the programs of visiting artists are
also studied and analyzed. Text: Mason's Appreciation of
Music .
. Open to college students. No musical prerequisites. Three hours
a week.
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ECONOMICS
Course A. Introduction to Economics.-This course is designed
to lead the student wan investigation of economic principles, to.Intro-
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ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOCY
The purpose in this department is to teach the funda-
mental principles of both economic and sociological science
in such a way as to develop an intelligent interest in public
affairs, to insure some understanding of the laws underly-
ing the welfare and progress of society and to inculcate
the desire to apply these principles to the duties or' enlight-
ened citizenship.
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duce her to the economic problem in the modern state, and to train
her to think clearly on-economicsubjects. It will treat of the condi-
tions determining prices, land values, wages, profits, and standards
of living; of certain topics of applied economics, such as the tariff,
banking, and trusts ; and of problems of labor and industrial organi-
zation.
Open regularly to second year College' students or to first year
College students by special permission. Three hours a week, first
semester.
SOCIOLOGY.
Course A. Gene'T'lJ,lSociology.-This course is designed to make
the student familiar with the origin, principles, and methods of socio-
logical science, as well as with the social elements, forces, and proc-
esses. The aim is to make the course of practical value, and thus
emphasis da put upon the application of the principles of Sociology
to some of the chief problems of present times, particularly in the
United States.
Open regularly to -second year College students or to first year
College students by special permission. Three hours a week, second
semester.
LATIN
The work of the first four years in this department is
designed not only to give the student a thorough knowledge
of forms and syntax and the ability to apply this knowl-
edge in accurate reading of the texts assigned, but also to
increase the student's vocabulary and insight into words and
develop a. feeling for the structure and thought of the lan-
guage. Reference readings illustrate Roman life and
Mythology. The courses of the last two years are intended
to secure the ends of rapid and accurate reading, an ac-
quaintance with the masterpieces of Roman Literature, and
a correct appreciation of the place of Rome in the history
of civilization.
Course I.-The Essentials of Latin. Regular first-year work.
Freshman. Five hours a week. One point credit.
Course fl.-Cresar: An equivalent of Books I to IV. Prose com-
position based on text. Grammar systematically studied in connec-
tion with prose.
Sophomore. Four hours a w.eek. One point credit.
Course IH.-Cicero: The Cataline Orations, the Manilian Law,
Archias. Prose composition based on text and syntax throughout
the year.
Junior. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV.-Virgil: Books I to VI. Required reading is assigned
in mythology; prose composition; review of Grammar.
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Junior Middle. Four hours a week. One point credit.
COUTS6 A.-Cicero's Letters. Horace: Odes and Epcdes. Prose
composition. Practice in reading at sight. Prosody.
Senior Middle. Three hours a week.
Cours6 B.-Horace: Satires and Epistles; Juvenal; Plautua and
Terence: Selectedplays. Readings in Roman Literature.
Senior. Three hours a week.
FRE.NCH
The value of a good knowledge of French in studying
literature and the necessity for it in foreign travel are ap-
predated, and such knowledge is provided for by the ex-
perienced native teachers in this department. Correct pro-
nunciation is insisted upon, and facility in conversation is
acquired by constant practice. To this end, French is the
language of the classroom, and opportunities are given for
its use in social conversation. The courses in French litera-
ture are extensive, and are made more practical by the use
of dictation, sight reading, and lectures in French on the
historical development of the language.
Course I.-Grammar: Verbs; Sym's French Reader; Mairet's La
Petite Princesse. At least one hundred pages.
Open to Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior students. Four hours
a week. One-polnt credit.
COU'T'S6Il.-Grammar: Verbs; Dictation; Poetry Memorized;
French Composition;the reading of about three hundred pages from
Lavisse's Histeire de France; Gyp's Le Petit Bleu ; Dupree' Drames et
Comedies.
Open to Sophomore, Junior, and Junior Middle students. Four
hours a week. One point credit.
.Course IlI.-Grammar: Syntax; Verbs; French Composition; Die-
tatlon; Themes; the reading of about four hundred and fifty pages
from FevaI's La Fee des Grevea; Coppee's On rend l'Argent; Augier's
Le Gendre de M. Poirier; Sicard's Easy French History.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Four hours a ~eek.
One point credit.
Course A.-Grammar: Written and oral exercises founded on
selectedtexts; dictation and conversation; rapid reading of about five
hundred pages from Aldrich and Foster's French Reader' Schultz's
La Neuvaine de Colette; Claretie's Pierrllle: House's 'I'hree French
Comedies. ,--
Open to Senior Middle or Senior students who have Rot studied
French. Four hours a week. One point college credit or two points
preparatory.
\
\
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COU'T'se B._Grammar completed: Composition; themes based on
texts read; rapid reading of from four to five hundred pages from
Basin's Les Oberlet. Sandeau's Mlle. de la Seigllere; Michelet's Histcire
de Prance: Buffum's Centes Prancaia ; Bouvet's Composition and
Syntax. .
Open to students who have completed Course A or its equivalent.
Three hours a week.
Course C._Conversation: A course in conversational French with
sufficient reading of good.literature and composition to serve as a basis
fol;.:progress in conversation.
Open to students who have completed or are taking Course B.
Two hours a week.
Course D.-History of French Literature from the earliest times
to the present day. Reading of authors representative of each period.
Essays, conversation and discussion in French, based on class room
work and reading.
Open to students who have completed Course III or B. Three
hours a week.
GE.RMAN
The course in German is carefully graded and includes
both prose and poetry. German is the language of the class-
room; by memory work, abstracts, and reproductions, cor-
rect pronunciation is established and appreciation and
knowledge of the literature increased. Parallel reading is
required in Course B.
Co~trse A.-Grammar: Prose composition; conversation and memo-
rizing of poetry; reading of at least two hundred and fifty pages of
German from such texts as: Hauff, Der Zwerg Nase; Storm, Im-
mensee; Baumbach Waldnovellen; Wildenbruch, Das Edle Blut; Hi!-
Iern, H6her els die Kircbe ; easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi, or Fulda.
Open to College students who have not studied German. Four
hours a week.
Cours~ B.-Grammar; Prose composition; conversation, sight read-
ing; themes based on text read; reading of about five hundred pages
from such texts as: Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Hauff',Tales;
Heine, Die Harzreise; Jensen, Die Braune Erica; Klenze, Deutsche
Gediehte; Scheffel, Ekkehart; gudermann, Der Katzensteg. .
Open to College students who have complted Course A or its
equivalent. Three hours a week.
SPANISH
To meet the very general' and rapidly growing demand
for the language and the literature of Spain and of Spamsh
America as a· part of school and college curricula, five
courses in Spanish are offered.
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Course I.-Introduction to Spanish as a spoken language; careful
training in phonetics and pronunciation; connected reading-the
basis of vocabulary and phrase building; conversation introduced
gradually; grammar subordinated, but stressed sufficiently to insure
correct usage. Text: Wilkins' First Spanish Book.
Open to College and Preparatory students. Four hours.
Course 1I.-Methods and purposes of Course I continued; Span-
ish, as far as practicable, the language of the class room; a more
extended and systematic study of grammar; simple prose readings,
with dictation and conversation based thereupon. Text: Hill and
Ford's First Course in Spanish; Roessler and Remy's First Spanish
Reader.
Open to CollegePreparatory students who have completed Course
I or its equivalent. Four hours.
Course A.-Elementary grammar and compositionj memorizing of
short passages; dictation; frequent exercises in conversation, and the.
use of Spanish as the language of the class room as early as prac-
ticablej the reading of about two hundred pages from such texts as:
An approved reader, select short stories or short plays, Valera, El
Pajaro Verde, Alarcon,El Capitan Veneno, Gald6s Mazianele ; and, as
an exampleof Spanish-American fiction, Isaacs, Maria.
'Open to College students beginning Spanish. Four hours a week.
Course B.-Advanced grammar and composition; letter V{ritingj
memorizing; dictation; conversation; the reading of about four hun-
dred pages, including parallel reading from such texts as: Dorado,
Espana Pintoresca; Frontaura, Las Tiendas; Gald6s, Dona Perfecta;
Caballero, Un Servllon y un Ltberalito ; Valdes, Jose; Valera, El
CommendadorMendozaj Calderon, La Vida es Suefio; Cervantes, Don
Quixote,Selections; and, in Spanish-American literature: Frias, Ley-
endas Hist6ricas Mexicanas; Marmol, Amalia; Altamirano, La Nevi-
dad en las Montafias.
Open to College students who have completed Spanish A or its
equivalent. Three hours a week.
Course C.-Conversation. A course in conversational Spanish
with sufficient good literature and composition to serve as a basis
for conversation.
Open to College students who have completed or are taking
CourseB. Two hours a week.
\
\
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MATHEMATICS
The work done in the department of Mathematics is
clo~elYco:related with business and the physical sciences.
It IS the aim also to develop in students the power and habit
of concentr~bon, of clear, consecutive independent thinking,
and of precise expression. These aims largely determine the
courses offered and the method of their presentation. A
Page thi'Y'ty~fo.ur
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constant effort is made to render the elective COUJJsesso
valuable that they wi11be attractive to the average student.
Course I.-Elementcvry Algebra. Algebra is approached as gen-
eralized arithmetic. Much time is spent on introductory ideas. The
following topics are treated: Positive and Negative Numbers, Funda-
mental Operations, Equations (with applications in Practical Prob-
lems) Factoring and Fractions.
F;eshman. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course ll.-Algebra. The following topies are treated: Ratio
and Proportion, Graphical Representation, Linear S~stems, Eleme~-
tary Treatment of Roots, Radicals and Exponents, Simple ~uadrabc
Equations, Synthetic Division, Graphical Method~,.Progressions, Log-
arithms, Variation, Binomial Theorem for POSItIveInt~gral ~xpo-
nents, Problems from Arithmetic, Geometry and the physical SCIences
treated algeb1'8ically.
Open to Preparatory students who have completedCourse 1. Four
hours a week. One point credit.
Course llI.~Plane Geometry. The step from the simple geometric
discussions in Arithmetic and Algebra to rigorously logic~l ~emon-
strattve Oeometry-fs not attempted hastily. In the baginntng the
heuristic method predominates. An introductory course covers the
first four weeks. Algebra is used to supplement the Geometry. Many
original exercises are solved.
Open to Juniors who have completed Elementary Algebra th~ough
simple quadratic equations. Four hours a week. One POllJ,t credit,
Course IV.-(a) First Semester. Solid (1eometry. Lines and
Planes Polyhedrons Cylinders, Cones, and Spheres are treated.
Easilyconstructed models are used in the introductory work. Frequent
references to Plane Geometry are made.
(b) Second Semester. Commercial Arithmetic. .
Open to Junior Middle or Senior Mi?dle stud~nts. If collegecredit
is to be given, supplementary work WIllbe assigned. Four hours a
week. One point credit.
Course A.-(l) College Algebra. A brief review, followed by.a
treatment of topics especially helpful in Trigonometry, AnalytIC
Geometry, and the Calculus.
Open to college students who have completedthe Algebra of Course
IV. Three hours a week. First semester.
(2) Plene Trigonometry The work consists of Trigonometric. . U f T bl Solution of RightFunctions and Formulse, Theory and se 0 a es, . d
and Oblique Triangles (with applications to Problems.of PhYT'h"'danta
. . T . etric EquatIons. e aSurveying) Inverse Puncttons, rrgonom 't• . . btai d i the fieldwith the tranSI ,for several surveying problems IS0 arne m
tape, etc.
Three hours a week. Second Semester.
Course B.-(l) Analytic Geo..:netMJ.Graphical Representa.tionof
Points and Curves in a Plane, Detennination of the Propertles and
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Relations of Plane Curves by a study of their Equations and Graphs.
The.Straight Line and the Conic Sections are fully investigated. The
course includes an introduction to Analytic Geometry .of three dimen,
eione. Three hours a week" First Semester.
(2) Second Semester. Introduction to Differ.ential and Integral
Calculus. Differentiation and Integration of Functions, with the usual
Geometric and Mechanical Applications.
Prerequisite to (1) and (2), Course A. Three hours a week.
Second Semester.
SCIENCE
In solving the problems of everyday life, a knowledge of
the fundamental ideas of Chemistry, Physics, and the Bio-
logical Sciences is absolutely essential. In offering these
courses here, the aim is to develop the powers of accurate
observation by aiding the student to gain first-hand infor-
mation, to acquaint the student with modern scientific meth-
,ods and their relation to daily living, and to lay the founda-
tion for further work in these subjects.
\
\
CHEMISTRY
Course I.-Elementary Chemistry. Course for beginning students
including a study:of the commonelements and their important com-
pounds.
.Open,toJunior and Junior Middle students. Laboratory and Reci-
tation, SIX hours a week. One point credit. .
. Course A.-General Chemistry. In this course it is intended to
give .the student careful instruction in the important principles of
•cheml~try. All of the non-metallic and the most important of the
~etalhc elements are studied. The intention is to train the student
In accurate .sclentiftcthinking; to arouse in her an appreciation of
t~e laws of nature; and to set forth some of the practical applica-
tions of the scienceof chemistry to the many problems of life.
Open to .collegestudents. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours; credit, four hours.
Cour~eB.-Organic Chemistry. This is a course in the principles
of chemistry as applied to organic substances. The more, important
~ompoundsof each type are studied, and the attention of the student
IS condstaI!-tly.called to the application of organic chemistry to the
every ay affaIrs of life.
Prerequisite: Course A. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours; credit, four hours.
Course C. Qualitative A l '
tive Analysis' identif . na Y81.S.-Asystematic course in Qualit~-
radicals. ' cation of the more. common elements and acid
. Prerequisite: Course A or its equivalent.
h ce Lecture and Laboratory,seven ours a week. Four hours credit.
\
I
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ELEMENTARY GENERAL SCIENCE
Course l.---;-An introductory course intended to explain familiar
natural phenomena by drawing in an elementary way upon the fields
Physiography, Biology, Physics, Chemistry and Geology. Discussion
based on text, observation, experimentation.
Open to Freshman and Sophomore students. Five hours a week.
One point credit.
BIOLOGY
Course A.-Plant and animal life; the cell as the structural unit
of life; bacteria, yeasts, 'moulds and other micro-organisms and their
relation to disease; important structures of plants and animals as a
foundation for the study of functions, environment and classification.
Open to college students. Lecture and recitation, three hours; field
and laboratory, four hours; credit four hours.
PHYSIOLOGY
Course A.-The course deals with the structure of the human
body, the laws according to which the body lives, how a violation of
these Jaws may be avoided, the maintenance of the health of the com-
munity as well as that of the individual.
Open to college students. Recitation and Laboratory, three hours
a week. Credit two hours.
EDUCATION
The reawakened interest in all forms of education in
America and the active entrance of woman into the civic
life of the nation make a knowledge of the history of educa-
tion and educational movements and of the principles of
psychology and child study highly desirable for all young
women, whether their purpose is to engage in teaching,
serve in the home or enter into civic and community activi-
ties. Therefore Ward-Belmont offers strong courses in Edu-
cation which we recommended not only to those who expect
to teach but to all who desire to maintain an intelligent inter-
est in educational activities and policies. Students in Ex-
pression, in Home Economics, and in Physical Education'
will find these courses of special value.
Course A.-History of Education. A study of education in an-
cient, medieval and modern times, including great movements and
the development of educational ideals; library work, parallel read-
ings, discussions, class reports and papers. .
Open to Seniors and certain other mature students by special
permission. Three hours per week.
COUrse B.-Psycho1,ogy and Child Study. An Introductory course
in Psychology; giving a general survey of the fundamental facts
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ADMISSIONTO LITERARY COURSES
Students who have completed the usual grammar-school
grades may be admitted without examination to the Fresh'
man Class. Those who present credentials from approved
CollegePreparatory Schools, High Schools, or Colleges may
be admitted without examination, on probation, to the.
elasses for which their former work seems to have prepared
them. '
POINTS AND HOURS
Dejinition..,--Preparatory credit is measured in points
and college credit in hours.
A point is equivalent to a Carnegie unit and represents
four recitation periods of one hour each, or five periods of
forty-five minutes each, per week for a year, in a subject
ordinarily taught in standard high schools, each recitation
requiring preparation. Similarly one-half point represents
approximately two hours of recitation per week for a year
or four hours per week for one semester.
An hour represents one hour of recitation or lecture per
week for a year, or two hours per week for one semester
in a college course.
For preparatory or college credit two or more hours of
laboratory work correspond to one hour of lecture or recita-
tion, depending upon the nature of the laboratory work ..
In Music, two lessons a week for a year one and one-
half h?urs' daily practice, and two recitatio~s per week in
a musical SCIence,merit one point or three hours, according
to the recommendation of the teacher. In Art, eight hours
of supervlsed.studio work per week merit one point or three
hours, a~cordmg to the recommendation of the teacher. In
Expression, four hours of prepared class work and other
collate,:,aland assembly work merit one point or three hours,
accordmg to the course taken.
Number Recommended.-The number of points recom-
mended as a year's work for the average preparatory stu-
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and laws of mind, with applications and simple illustrative experl,
menta; followed by an introductory course in the study of child-
hood, with practical applications.
Open to Seniors and certain other mature students by special
permission. Three hours a week.
i',
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dent is four; the minimum allowed is three, and the maxi-
mum five. For the average college student the equivalent of
fifteen hours is recommended.
Language.-A single preparatory year in a foreign lan-
guage is given no credit on the language requirements un-
less it is followed by a second year of work in the same
language.
Special Subjects.-Not more than a total of two points
and six hours may be counted toward a diploma for work in
the Departments of Music, Art, Expression and Home Eco-
nomics. Credit is not allowed for such work completed
. below third year high school, and only one such point or
three hours may be counted in a single ye..r. Work in Music,
Art and Expression, completed elsewhere, will be credited
toward a certificate or diploma in these special departments;
but such work will not be credited in an academic course.
Excess Preparatory Credits.-College credit will not be
allowed for a high school course in excess of those required
for college entrance, unless sufficient supplementary work
is done in Ward-Belmont to make it equal to the correspond-
ing College Course.
Residence Requirement.-For a Ward-Belmont certifi-
cate at least one full year's work-four points or fifteen
hours-must be completed in Ward-Belmont. An appli-
cant for a diploma must devote at least a year and a half to
successful study in Ward-Belmont. In the case of a stu-
dent who has done college work elsewhere, official testi-
monials as to such work and a catalogue of the college,with
the work done fully designated, must be furnished to tho
Dean. The credit due, in no case more than fifteen hours.
will then be determined.
COURSES LEADING TO THE WARD-BELMONT CLASSICAL
AND THE WARD-BELMONT GENERAL DIPLOMAS
PREPARATORY
FRESHMAN
CLASSICAL
Required:
English I
Latin I
Mathematics I
History I
GENERAL
Required:
English I
Mathematics I
Two points elective
Electives:
History I
General Science.
Foreign Language
w A R
SOPHOMORE
CLASSICAL
Required: _
English 11 r
Mathematics II
,Latin,)!l
One point elective
Electives: .......,
History II
French I
Gennan I
CLASSICAL
Required:
English In
Mathematics In
Latin III
One point elective
Electives:
History II
F:"endl
Cennan .
Chemistry 1
CLASSICAL
Required:
English IV \
Mathematics IV
Latin IV
Electives to fulfill ColIege
Entrance Requtremente
Electives:
History III
French II or 111
German II
Chemistry I
I
\.
\
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GENERAL
Required:
. English II
Mathematics II
Two, pointe elective
Electives:
History I or II
Latin
French
Spanish
General Science
JUNIOR
GENERAL
Required:
English III
Mathematics III
!'wo points elective
Electives:
Bible I or II
History It II, or IV
Latin
French
Spanish I or II
Chemistry I
M,usie, Art, Expression,
or Home Economics
JUNIOR MIDDLE
GENERAL
Required:
English IV
Electives to fulfill Ccllegr
Entrance Requirements
Electives:
Bible I or II
History III or IV
Latin II, III or IV
French II or III
Spanish II
Mathematics IV
Chemistry I
Music, Art, Expression
or Home Economies.'
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MIDDLE-(FmST YEAR)
GENERAL
Required:
English A and B
Electives to aggregate fifteen
hours
SENIOR
CLASSICAL
Requi·red:
English A and B
Latin A
Mathematics A
Four hours elective I
Electives:
History A or B
French A, E, or D..···
German A or B
Biology A
Chemistry A
Electives:
Bible A, B, C, or D
English M
History A or B
Mathematics A
Latin A
French A, B, C, or D
German A or B
Spanish A or B
History of Art
History of Music
Biology A
Chemistry A or B
Physiology A
Education A
Music, Art, Expression, Home
Economics, Secretarial Work,-
or Normal Work in Physi-
cal Education.
SENIOR-(SECOND YEAR)
CLASSICAL GEN~AL{
Required: Required: \
English D Latin, or Fr,ench\. or German
Latin, or French, or German or Spanish {unless gradua-
(unless graduation require- tion requirements have been
menta have been met.) met)
Biology A, or Chemistry A Electives to aggregate fifteen
or B (unless- taken in hours
.Senlor Middle year) Electives:
HIstory ~ or .B (u~less Bible A, B, C, or D
taken In Senior MIddle English D, E, F, or M
year) . History A or B
Electives to aggregate Mathematics A or B
fifteen hours Latin A or B
Electives: French A, B, C or D
English C. E or F German A or B
History A or B Spanish A or B
Mathematics B ChemistrY A, B, or C
Latin B Biology A
French A B, or C Physiology A
German' A or B History of Art
. Psychology History. of Music
Economics A EconomIcS A
Sociology A Sociology A
Biology A Education A or B
Chemistry A. B, or C Music, Art, Expressi~n, Home
Economics, SecretarIal Work,
. or Normal Work in Physi-
cal Education.
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CLASSIFICATION
The work completed at the beginning of a school year
determines the class to which a student belongs. Four com-
pleted points, as found in either of thetwo courses outlined
give Sophomore classification; eight such points, JUnio/
and twelve, Junior Middle. If a student lacks. not more tha~
one of the required number of points, she will be given con-
ditional classification.
For Senior Middle or college standing, fifteen completed
points in one of the courses outlined are necessary. Of these
fifteen points, at least three must be for English (usual col-
lege entrance requirements), one for Algebra, one for Plane
Geometry, two for a Foreign Language, and one for either
a History or a Science. Completion of a regular course of
a standard four-year high school will ordinarily meet these
conditions. Conditioned college standing will be allowed on
fourteen of the ahove points.
.For entrance to the Senior Class, the attainment of a
Ward-Belmont Diploma at the end of the school year must
be possible..
SBMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ACADEMIC DIPLOMAS
AND CERTIFICATES
CLASSICAL DIPLOMA
Fifteen Preparatory Points and Thirty College Hours
• Completion of the Classical Course outlined above, including Eng-
lish A, B, and D, Latin A, Mathematics A. two points or three. hours
of French or German, three hours of College History and four hours
of College Science. .
GENERAL DIPLOMA
Fifteen Preparatory Points and Thirty College Hours
. Completion of the General Course outlined above including En~-
bsh A and-B' fou fF' '., r years 0 crergn Language' Mathematics III'
four hours of Coli S . h ' ,ege crence or tree hours of College History.
, HIGH-SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
I ~efi~igh-SehooI Certificate is awarded to students who have com-
;het' thteen,preparatorypoints in the Classical or General Course-
a IS, e work through th J . M'dth f II • e umor 1 dle year-and who have met
Co:r:e o~)! :~ir.e~ents: Th.ree or four points English (to include
Science' tw~ . points ForeIgn Language; one point History or
tha th' pomts Mathematics (to include Course III) Not moren ree pomts will b ned' . . .Art EltP~S8' H e a ow for wor.k In such subjects as MUSIC,
, -, ron, orne Economics, Stenography, Typewriting.
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II. SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
This department offers to the special and general stu-
dent an opportunity for thorough and scientific training in
Expression. Its aims are: To help the st ident to "find
herself" and to realize her powers and possi' dlities; to give
such training as will develop her individualit y; to train the
voiceand body to act in coordination with the mind; to teach
the student how to think sanely and strongly, how to read
intelligibly and effectively; to teach her to represent a char-
acter without effort; to prepare young women for effective,
work as readers and teachers of Expression.
A weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge.
The work of this department is arranged below to cover four
years. The Special Certificate in the School of Expression is awarded
to those who complete satisfactorily the first two years of the pre-
scribed course, and the Diploma is awarded to those who complete
satisfactorily the first three years of the course.
Expression C is designed for students interested in advanced
creativ-eand interpretative work, methods of teaching, platform art,
and pageantry. Diploma pupils will be given advantage of as much
of this training as their time and advancement will allow.
FIRST YEAR
Expression I, English IV, and sufficient electives to aggregate
fifteen points of High School work.
SECONDYEAR
Expression A, English B or M, and electives chosen from those
offered in the Senior Middle Year of the General AcademicCourse to
aggregate fifteen hours. As one of these electives Education A is
strongly advised.
THIRD YEAR
Expression E, English D, E, or F, and electives chosen from those
offered in the Senior Year of the General Academic Course to aggre-
gate fifteen hours. As one of these electives Education B is recom-
mended.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Expression 1.-Fi1·st-Year Work.-(a) Principles of Troinin.g:
Qualities of voice' reading with reference to good use of the voree
• . d tomi ic problems'and direct expression of the thought; VOIcean pan mim ,
harmonic gymnastics; poise and bearing; exercise for freedom of the
body from constriction.
(b) Creative Ex.pression: Extemporaneous spealdng ; recitals to
develop personality; dramatic rehearsals in farce to. develop fre~do~
in thinking; beginnings of literature (story-telling); mformal recital .
Open to students above the Sophomore Class. ~
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Eftpression A.-l. Principles of Training: Quality of voice; re-
sponsiveness, ease, purity, and mellowness; oral English; pantomimic
.problems; dramatic rehearsal and criticism; harmonic gymnastics;
dramatic thinking (Shakespeare); Browning and the monologue.
2. Creative Work: Dramatic interpretation and training in the
imagination; story-telling; literary interpretation; platform art; dra-
matic rehearsal (comedy); pantomime in problems and readings."
Open to college students.
Expression 8.-1. Principles of Training: Voice training; reso-
nance; USeof voice in conversation and narration; visible speech and
articulation; dramatic rehearsals (comedy); development of imagina-
tion; rise of the drama; epochs of literature.
2. Creative Work: Impersonations in Browning's monologue and
original arrangements from modern literature or drama; vocal inter.
pretation of the Bible; drill on methods; pantomimic problems and
rehearsals; modern drama; public presentations of original arrange-
ments.
3. Public Speaking: Training in three-minute speeches -on topics
of interest.
Open to college students who have completed Expression A.
Expression C.-I. Interpretative Expression: Primary forms of
literature, fables, folk stories, allegories, lyrics, old ballads, conversa-
tion, and story-telling. One hour a week.
2. Creative Expression: Interpretation of forms of poetry or of
modern drama. This course is similar in design to Expression C.-i,
and is opened to students of the same maturity. One hour a week.
3. Creative Expressron: A study of dramatic thinking; the forms
o~ the drama; dramatic rehearsals from the sixteenth, eighteenth,
?meteenbh centuries, and modern plays; impersonations or platform
Interpretation and a study of the monologue. One hour a week.
.4. Voice Training: Harmonic gymnastics; practical problems for
VOIce,body, and imagination. This course is designed for public
sch~ol teachers ?r for those purposing to become such, for those
actively engaged In club work, or in any position where public speaking
IS a necessity. One hour a week. .
5: Pageantry: Communi~y festivals; correlation with history,
mU~lc,art, fo.lk d~ncing, and domestic art; the development of alle-
gorical and historical pageantry. One hour a week.
\
\
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III. SCHOOL OF ART
. The creative power, which, in a greater or less degree,
IS the p~ss~ssionof every human soul, should be recognized
and.cUl.tlvated,and that appreciation developed which is the
begmm~~ of all growth of Art. The study of Art involves
the training of the eye, mind, and hand, and that exercise
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of both skill and judgment which makes for power in an in-
dividual and creates efficiency, no matter what the calling
may be. Thus understood, the study of Art should have a
place in every liberal education. The Ward-Belmont studios
are in the new Administration and Academic Building, and
embrace five large rooms with excellent light. Students of
college advancement, specializing in Art, are seriously
advised to elect History and Appreciation of Art as one of
their literary subj ects. In every branch of the School of
Art the object is to make the pupil proficient and to give her
a foundation upon which she can build. The methods of
instruction are varied, and are such as have been found to
be the most efficient in developing the possibilities of each
student. and in giving her the means of artistic self-expres-
sion. The student is taught to use and develop her innate
·ability; she is taught to recognize ideas and to evolve them,
to see facts, and to express them according to principles as
well as .to feelings. Stress is laid on the fact that intellect
is more essential than sentiment in art expression.
I. Costume Desi.gn.-The work in Costume Design is planned to
give the student a knowledge of the application of the principles Of
design to clothes. Every woman not only wishes to be but should be
appropriately dressed. If she thoroughly understands line, color, and
value, she will be able to use what she has to the best advantage. The
work in this course is in two parts: (1) the designing of clothes and
(2) the 'preparation of these designs for reproduction in magazines.
II. Interior Decoration ........:The work in interior decoration is de-
signed to meet the needs of those who wish to plan their houses con-
veniently decorate them with suitable colors, and select and arrange
the furniture artistically and usefully. The principles of 'mechanical
drawing, the theory of color, and periods in furnishing are studied.
The pupils work out various problems in the arrangement and decora-
tion of rooms.
III. Poster Adv€?'tising.-One of the most useful branches of mod-
ern art is that of Poster Advertising. It embodies not only so.me
knowledge of psychology but also thorough familiarity with design
and color. Poster Advertising is closely related to other '!orrns of art
expression. At present posters are a widely used medlU.mof com-
munication between the government and the people; at all times poster
advertising is essential to business. The student is :aug~t to weigh
the value of various ideas and to express the chosen Idea In an effec-
tive and pleasing manner.
IV. Outdoor Sketching.-The campus offers ample opportunities
for outdoor sketching.' Application is made of the principles of com-
position, values, perspective, and color.
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V. Textile Designs.-There is an ever-increasing demand in Amer~
iea for good textile designs, and the making of these designs is not
only an interesting but a very profitable side of art work. The
course includes a stud'Y of the various kinds of repeats and their
application to silk, cotton, and woolen fabrics.
VI~Life Drawing.-The costumed model is need in the life draw-
ing claae. After becoming familiar with their materials, students are
encouraged to begin work in this most interesting branch of Repre-
sentative Art. The models are posed to help the pupils in the study
of both composition and illustrations.
\
\
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IV. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the corn-
bined virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward
Conservatory, both of which had long been the objects of
the high praise and the generous patronage of educated
musicians both in and out of Nashville. It is more than a
complete modern Conservatory of Music; it offers to music
students what all of them need-s-supplementary work in
English, Literature, and the Modern Languages. The "mere
musician," the talented player or singer who lacks general
education, will be tomorrow more than ever before at a
disadvantage, and will be regarded as just so much less a
musician. The best musical educators are agreed that gen-
eral mental discipline should not precede, but should con-
tinuously accompany, musical studies; and schools of music
are seeking what we have already at hand-intimate affilia-
tion with literary classroom work. Under our system, musi-
cal study and practice are not allowed to suffer or be crowded
out, but the student is shown how she may become both a
cultured woman and a thorough musician. Our musical
faculty is now probably the largest and most expensively
maintained one in any school for girls in America. No
teacher is chosen who has not had the best of advantages,
most of them in both this country and Europe, teachers who
have supplemented graduation from the leading conserva-
tories with years of special study under the recognized mas.
ters of two continents. All of them are tested teachers.
Pianoforte, Voice, Violin and other stringed instruments;
Pipe Organ: Theory, Harmony, Composition, the History
and ApprecIation of Music, Interpretation Ear Training,
Sight Reading and Chorus, Ensemble and Orchestral Work,
Repertoire and Memorizing, and Faculty, Student and
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Artist Recitals-all, and more, take their appropriate places
andcontribute to the creation of a wholesome and inspiring
musicalatmosphere. Such an atmosphere is possible no-
whereexcept in a large school where musical education is
~eriouslyundertaken by a faculty composed of tested pro-
fessionalmusical educators. Frequent student recitals are
given,as are recitals and lectures by the faculty and other
eminentmusicians. Pupils may attend the best concerts in
the city. Operas are frequently given by excellent com-
panies.and the world's greatest artists appear in Nashville
fromtime to time. The immediate and convenient value of
theseadvantages at our own door will be the more apparent
whenit is known that our students may have throughout the
seasonthe great musical entertainments, but a very few of
whichother Southern schools can enjoy, and these only by
means of travel and additional expense from the smaller
townsinto the city. Certificates and diplomas are conferred
f~r finishedwork in this School.
Eighty new pianos, including eight Steinway Grands
and a Steinway Duo-Art Pianola, have been purchased
withinthe last few years.
I
I i, ,,
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Boarding students specializing in Music, Art, Expression, or Home
Economicsare required to take at least one literary course.
Theory is required of all music students in the boarding depart-
ment who have not previously completed the- equivalent of Theory 1.
Credit for Theory I, if taken elsewhere, will be granted only on the
basis of an examination. Those who have such credit will be assigned
oneof the following : Theory II, Harmony, Counterpoint, History and
Appreciation of Music, Ear Training.
CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS
Beginning with 1921-22 no one may apply for a certificate or
diplomawho has not completed the equivalent of fifteen high school
points. .
Pupils desiring to become candidates for Certificates and Diplomas
must announce themselves through their respective teachers not later
thanOctober 20.
There will be held between February 1 and 15 and between May 1
and15 examinations on the requirements for Certificates and Diplomas.
The candidates must in February stand .an examination before the
music directors on. one-half the technic required and one-half the un-
memorizedrepertoire. An examination of the remaining· half of the
requirementsmust be taken between May 1 and 15:
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Candidates for Certificates and Diplomas must appear in pubUc
recital at least three times during the session.
\
\
1
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIANO
Tecknic.-Major Scales played with both hands in parallel motion
through four octaves (minimum speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112); Thirdl,
Sixths, and Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 100).
2. Minor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic. played with both hands
in parallel motion (speed, four notes to M. M. 100).
3. Scale (If lie," illustrating varied rhythms and legato, staccato,
and portamento touches.
4. Chords: Major, Minor and Diminished Triads, Dominant and
Diminished Sevenths, all with added octaves.
5. Arpeggios in-various forms on Major and Minor Triads; Doml-
nant and Diminished Seventh Chords.
6 Double Thirds: Major Scales (each hand alone).
7. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; all Tonic Triads.
Piano Compositions.-Four complete Sonatas; fifteen Cramer stud-
ies; twelve Bach inventions, at least four of them three-part; twelve
Czerny studies; eight Chopin preludes; four selections from Schu-
mann; four Mendelssohn's "Songs Without Words"; four modern or
semi-classical pieces.
Harmony.-A candidate for the certificate must be thoroughly
familiar with the major and minor modes (harmonic and melodic);
intervals; the construction of triads and seventh chords, their inver-
sions and thorough bass figures. The candidate must be able to recog-
nize, by sound, fundamental position of triads and dominant sevenths,
and to transpose any succession of triads (not containing a modu-
lation).
Hiatory of M'l.t8ic.-The candidate for the certificate must have had
one year of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.
EOII'Troining and Solfeggio.-The candidate for certificate must
have had one year in Ear Training and Solfeggio.
Sight Rea.ding.-The candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight: hymns; either part of a moderately difficult duet
(Kuhlau or Diabelli Sonatinas, for instance) j accompaniments for
moderately difficult songs or violin solos.
PIANO CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated in paragraphs 1-7, above.
2. Unmem.orized Repertoire.-One complete Sonata; one movement
of a Sonata, to have been prepared without any assistance; two poly-
phonic pieces, one of them a three-part invention' one Cramer study;
one Chopin prelude; one selection from Schumann: one Czerny studYi
one of Mendelssohn's "Songs Without Words." ,
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3. Memorized RepeTtoire.-~ne m~veme~t of a Sonata; one Bach
. t'on" four modern or semi-classical preces.lovenI ,
4. Sight Reading.-Hynms; Clementi and Diabelli Sonatinas; an
easysccompaniment for a song.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN. VOICE
T h ',-MoJ'or and Minor Scales; Major and Minor Arpeggios;ecnt. .. d . I
I scendc and diminuendo; crescendo and diminuen 0 on smg eseaes,cre .. les In Lriulettones; illustrations of legato and staccato smgmg; sea es In np e s.
Vocal Compositions.-Studies from Vaccai, Sieber, B:hnke, Salva-
toreMarchesi,Concone, Lampertd ; two opera~, two oratorios, ten songs
fromthe Italian, German, French, and English schools. ..
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even. In Its
I free from tremolo or other serious imperfections. .The intona-scare, d h h thi t betion must be pure and accurate, an t e rea mg mus
diaphragmatic.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to sing at sight any
part of a given hymn, any song not containing distant modulations;
mustbe able to play hymns and accompaniments to moderately diffi-
cult songs on the piano; and must have finished the third grade in
Piano. .
The requirements for Harmony, History of Music, Ear Traimng,
andMusicalVocabulary are the same as in Piano.
Thecandidate must have attended the chorus rehearsals for at least
oneyear.
VOICE CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Uwmemoriaed:Repertoi?·e.-Two studies from Vaccai, two from
SalvatoreMarchesi, two from Concone. Two songs, one selection from
anoperaand one from an oratorio.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One selection from an opera and one
froman oratorio; eight songs.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VIOLIN
Technic.-l. Major Scales, two and three, and Minor Scales, two
octaves(minimum speed, four notes to M.M. 100).
2. Scales illustrative of legato, spiccato, martele, staccato, and
long-heldtones, crescendo and decrescendo.
3. Arpeggios: Grand, two and three octaves; various rhythms and
bewlnga.
4. Schradieckviolin technic. Sevcik Bowing Studies, Op. 2, Vol. II.
Violin Compositions.-Six solos (-embracing the seven positions),
oneof which must be a principal movement (first or last) of a Con-
certoby Rode, Kreutzer, Viotti, de Beriot, or another of equal stand-
ard; one complete Sonata by Nardini, Tartini, or other classic com-
poser;four other standard classical pieces or movements from Sonatas
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIPE ORGAN
Technic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as
in Piano, excepting that the range of Scales and Arpeggios is adapted
to the organ and that the minimum speed for special technic is con-
siderably lowered.
Organ Composition8.-Eight shorter preludes and fugues-of Bach;
two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, Guilmant, Merkel, Rheinberger or
a modem composer; six selections from Eddy's Church and Concert
Organist; ten standard compositions, five of which must be by modern
English, French and American composers.
Harmony.-A candidate for the certificate must be thoroughly
familiar with the Major and Minor Modes (harmonic and melodic);
Intervals; the construction of Triads and Seventh Chords and their
inversions; and must be able to harmonize figured basses or given
melodies,both in writing and at the keyboard; to modulate bet~een
related keys; to recognize, by sound, fundamental positions of TrIads
and ~ominant Sevenths and to transpose any succession of Triads and
Dommant Sevenths (not containing distant modulations).
Sight Reading._The candidate for the certificate must be able to
pl~y at sight the following: hymns, arranging and registering theI?
SUItablyfor congregational singing; moderately difficult accompanl·
ments for anthems and solos; short trios for two manuals and pedals;
a quartette in vocal score, four staves in G ·and F ·clefs. The candi-
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or Concertos; ten smaller concert pieces; and selections from Studies
by Mazas, Kayser, Kreutzer, and Fiorillo.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight duets
by Pleyel, Viotti, or sonatas of the same grade of difficulty.
The candidate must have studied Mazas, Op. 36, Vols. I and II
Dont (preparatory to Kreutzer), and Kreutzer Studies. '
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training
are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended orchestra or ensemble practices
for at least one session, must be able to play on the piano accompani-
ments to 8010sof moderate difficulty, and must have finished the third
grade in Piano.
I
I
I
VIOLIN CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorised Repertoire.-One complete Sonata by Nardini,
Tartini, or other classic composers; one movement of a Sonata, to have
been prepared without any assistance; two other standard pieces or
movementsfrom Concertos; one Kreutzer Study; one Fiorillo Etude;
three smaller pieces of concert grade.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One movement of a Sonata] one prin-
cipal movement of a Concerto; four modern or semi-classical pieces,
4. Sight Reading,-Easy duets of Pleyel, Viotti, etc.
1
\
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I b ahle to transpose a hymn. or chant one tone abovedate must a so e
'r below the original key. . . th
o The requirements in History of Music and Ear Tr.ammg are e
sam.;h
as
~~d:~:r:~st have an adequate knowledge of the co~structio~
, h ep' Organ and must have had at least one half year s expert-oftelpe, ,
ence in Church or Chapel service playmg.
PIPE ORGAN CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2 Unmemoriaed- Repertoire,-Two preludes and fugues ofdBa~thh;, f S t to be prepare WI •one complete Sonata; one movement 0 a one a, , .
out assistance or instruction j thre~ standard compOSItions,
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One standard composition.
4. Sight Reading.-As stated above.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN PIANO
. 'S lee with both hands in parallel
Technic.-MaJor and Mmor ca 't MM 132)' Thirds Sixths,
motion through 4 octaves (speed, 4 notes 0 , • to if M 132)
and Tenths, and contrary motion (spe.ed, 4 n~tes d ;arled rh~hm;
2. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales m velocity d : tamento touch.
also scales illustrative of the legato, D8~ac~a,toh'adnT~:ds' Dominant,
d· M· Minor and tmrms e ,3. Chor a: ajor, d 11 with added octaves.
Minor, and Diminished Seventh Chord'D;'a, ' hed TriadS' Dominant,
4 Arpeggios on Major, Minor, an imrms iti •
• o' d •. 11 p081Ions.
Minor, and Diminished Se,:enth Cho~ 8, mdaMinor Scales (each hand5. Double Thirds and Sixths ; MaJor an
alone); Chromatic Minor Thirds, 'S I . Arpeggios of Major
6. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic ca es ;
and Minor Triads and Chords of the Seventh. d
. , I te sonatas, one to be prepare
Piano Com.p08ttwns.-Two camp e rt f r preludes and fugues
, plete eonce 0; ou rt'twithout asstatance ; one com , d'" at least half a Bach pa I a
from "The Well-Tempered CIsVlcho.r " I tions from Schumann;
, f m Chopin; SIX serec d dor suite; eight selections ro , Clementi's "Gra us a
twelve selections from Czerny, Op. 1740'holr• three selections from
h I tions from 1\ osc e es,Pamassum": eig t se ec 1 . I ssical composers., f odern or senu-c a
Liszt ; six selections rom m 'be· bl to recognize
id t f raduatlOn must a e fHarmony,-The candl a e or g , II kinds of Chords 0
II k·nds of Triads, a 't' S·at sight and to name a I , ted Chords in compoSIIon ,
Sevenths Chords of Ninths, and augm~nd d their inversions, the
, 11 k' d of Tria s an d 10to recognize by sound a, ,m s, • to harmonize any mela ~ nO
Dominant Seventh and Its lDverslOns, f Triads and Dammant
d I t· by means 0 't' notcontaining distant mo u a Ions d·nary composl Ion
hymn or any or ISevenths' to transpose any
containin~ distant modulations. d tion must have had
History of Music,-The candida~ for t~a:: acquired a musical
t~o years of History of Music, an mus
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VOICE DIPLOMA EXAMINATION
1. All Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-One study from Mathilde Marchesi,
one from Lamperti, one from Panofka and one selection from "100
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vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.
Ear Training.-The candidate for graduation must have had two
years in Ear Training.
Sight Reading.-The candidate for graduation must be able to
play at sight most of Mozart's Sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn.
PIANO DIPLOMA EXAMINATION
1. Technic.-All as stated in paragraphs 1-6 above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-One complete Sonata; one Bach
fugue or a difficult movement of a suite; one selection from Chopin;
one selection from Schumann; one selection from Czerny or Gradus;
ODeselection from Moscheles; one selection from Liszt; one selection
from a modern or semi-classical composer ..
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One principal movement of a Concerto
and one complete Sonata; one prelude and fugue or two difficult move--
ments of a Suite or of a Partita; one selection from Chopin; one selec-
tion from Schumann; six selections from modern or semi-classical
composers.
,COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN VOICE
Technic.-Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor arpeggios
at a greater speed than required for certificate; double octaves with
a semi-tone crescendo and diminuendo; one phrase of ascending and
descending turns; scales in seconds, triplets, and fourths; trills illus-
trations of staccato and legato singing; chromatic scales.
Vocal compositions, Studies from Mathilde Marchesi, Panofka,
Lamperti. "100 Vocalises for All Voices, Selected from Famous Com-
posers," by Eduaedo Marzo; two operas, two oratorios besides those
studied for certificate, fourteen songs from the Italian, German,
French, and English schools.
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its
scale, free from tremolo or other serious imperfections, the intonation
must be pure and accurate, and the breathing must be diaphragmatic.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to sing at sight any
part of a hymn, any song not containing distant modulations, and be
able to play hymns and accompaniments to more advanced songs on
the piano.
The candidate for graduation in Voice must have finished the
fourth grade in Piano.
The requirements in Hannony, History of Music, Ear Training,
and Musical Vocabulary are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended the chorus rehearsals for two
years.
\
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... election from an opera and one from an oratorio, oneVocs.hses, one s
ria prepared without assistance, four songs.
~ 3. Memorized Repertoil"e.-One selection frQm an o~era and one
from an oratorio; ten songs.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN VIOLIN .
. . I two and three octaves, and Minor
Technw.-1. MaJor. ~ca es, d f tea to M.M. 120); Minor
Scales, two octaves (minimum apeec, our. no
Scales also in three octaves, not ~eces~anly so fast. Ion -held
2. Scales Illustrative of legato, spiccato, martele, and g
tones crescendo and decrescendo. .
3 ' Major Scales in varied rhythms and bowtngs.
4: Scales, one octave, in Thirds, Sixt~~t::~ .o~:~:~~bowings.
5. Arpegg~os: Grand, .tw°
t
and dth~~~iniShed 'Seventh Chords, two
6. Arpeggtos on Domman an
octaves. . ltd.
7 Sevcik bowing and techmca s u res: . .
. . . T mplete Sonatas by Handel, VIOttI,
Violin Comp08ttWns.- wo co ith t assistance; one complete
Nardini, etc.• ?n~ to ~ p.repared. WI t:~ one complete Bach Sonata;
Concerto by Wlemawskl. v.leux~em~Ste~ ;maller concert pieces, repre-
five large concert number~, at 7a romantic schools.
senting the classical, semi-classical; and utzer Fiorillo, Rode, De
The candidate must have studledte~::ic me~tioned above.
Beriot together with complementary ._
, . t be able to play at Sight Sona
Sight Reading.-The -candldate mu~.ffi. It Sonatas by Beethoven,
tas by Haydn and Mozart, the less I cu
and other violin music of similar gr.ade. f Music and Ear Train.
. H rmony History 0 ,The requirements III a ,
ing are the same as in Piano. h t and ensemble rehear-
t h attended ore es ra .The candidate mua a:ve st be able to play on the plano
eels for at least one seSSIon, and mu
accompaniments to more difficu~t so~os·V' lin must have finished the
The candidate for graduatIOn In 10
fourth grade in Piano.
VIOLIN ,DIPLOMA EXAMINATIONS
1 All Technic as stated above. S ta studied with a
. . 0 omplete ona , h
2. Unmemorized RepertQtl"e.- ~?~ .thout assistance; one Bac
teacher' one complete Sonata, stu leI ~lal and modem composers;
• 1 ti by c asslC . t.Sonata· five concert se ec Ions . '11 Rode and De Beno• f K tzer FIOM 0, ,selection from studies 0 reu , Int of a Bacho principal moveme .' w
3. Memorized Repertoil"e.- n; tandard Concerto, by Wlem.a 1-
Sonata; one principal movement 0 a Srt pieces representing c1ass1(~a,
ski, Vieuxtemps, Bruch, etc.; ten conce ,
semi-classical, and modern schools. bl to pls.y at sight a
d"date must be a e te4 Sight Reading.-The can I b 14a1.8s Viotti, Spohr, e .
mov;ment from a Sonata, or duets Y ,
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DESCRIPTION OF THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL COURSES
THEORY (MUSICAL ESSENTIALS)
elYU/rSe I.-In order to provide fitting instruction in the first essen-
tials of music for beginners, or pupils who have pursued musical in-
~truct.ionbut for a short time, a special theory class is organized
In WhIChthe necessary rudimentary knowledge may be acquired. The
pupil is taught the rudimen,ts of musie by keyboard and blackboard
work. which supplements the music lesson and greatly aids and stim-
ulates progress. A thorough knowledge of the material covered will
be :ound o~ invaluable aid in many practical ways-stimulating the
pUpIl'S progress and furnishIng a musical foundation, without 'which
advancement in the acquiring of a 'musical education is impol"sible.
Training is given in Notation, Signs, Scale Formation, Ke~rs.Meter,
Rhythm, Intervals, Tenns, etc., the aim being to familiarize the pupil
Page fifty-four
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN PIPE ORGAN
Technic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as "in
Piano, excepting that· the range of Scales and Arpeggios is adapted
to the organ. The minimum speed for pedal technic (Scales and
Arpeggios) is considerably lowered.
Organ C011tpo8itions.-Two advanced preludes and fugues and two
chorales of Bach; two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, Guilmant, and
Rheinberger, or one sonata and a symphony of Widor; ten standa.rd
compositions,five of them by modern English, French and American
composers.
Harmony.-The candidate for graduation must be thoroughly fa-
miliar with all kinde of chords; be able to harmonize any figured bass
or any given melody; to modulate between any given keys in various
ways; to improvise preludes and interludes freely or upon a given
theme; to transpose any hymn or any ordinary composition not con-
taining distant modulations; to recognize by sound all kinds of Triads
and their inversions and the Dominant. Seventh and its inversions.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight trios
of intermediate grade for two manuals and pedals; short selections
of vocal score in four staves in C, G and F clefs; to transpose a
short passage in reduced score to any key within a Major Third above
or below the original; to make an effective adaptation of piano
accompaniment.
The requirements in History of Music and Ear Training. are the
sameas in Piano.
PIPE ORGAN DIPLOMA EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Reperw'ire.-Two preludes and fugues of Bach;
one complete sonata; one movement of a sonata or equivalent, to be
prepared.without assistance or instruction j two .standard compositions.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-Two standard compositions.
4. Sight R~ing as stated above.
\
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kn I d Text: Tapper's First Year,with the essentials of musical owe ge.
Theory. . k
Two half hour periods per wee . .
C II -This course is a continuation of the first co~rse ud ele- .
O'UTse· • . however to more mature music stu ents
mentary theory. It I~ openh k The work consists of materialwhohave had n~ previous t d~o~t:vor ~ar training. The subjects in.
from text, mUSICwriting, ;: t IonScales Keys Intervals, Chords,
elude Notation, Symbols, E eheriishment~ Abbr~viations, the orchee-T ms Elements of Form, me, M "er • T t. M rvctt's Essentials of USIC.tral instruments, etc. ex. a
Two half hour periods per week.
I
I
.1
EAR TRAINING AND SOLFEGGIO
. .. hI t a musical education, and
Dtscrimlnative hearing ISmdlspensa fe 0 " tudy The aim of
Y all lines 0 mUsICacuuv. .must precede or acccmpan . to think in tones and to so. tram
this course IS to teach the pupil learn to sing, name,
the ear and the musical feeling that one ma~ and appreciate not
write, and play what is heard; ~nd tOtr:~;~~~onic and rhythmic
only the melodic effects of ~USIC, bu ill be found so helpful in the
also. No other branch of mUSIC.studYd
W
h lng music as that of ea-rfi . . admg an earmacquiring of pro crency In re . h k throughout the year.
training. Sight singing accompanies t
h
e wortbe solfeggio work pro-" Ith si I . tervals and p rases, .. flBeginnmg WIt SImpe in be read With uency.
gresses by easy stages until difficult passages can h die-
. . n Recognition by ear of t .e l~
Course I.-RudIments. Notatlo: I Solfegaio exercises m
h M· nd Mmor sea e. eo· dtonic intervals of t e ajor a . . est simple meters an
. hyth' dictation exerClS , . I .simple notation and r. ~s, . and Minor chromatic mterva~,
rhythmic units; melodies I~ Major d 1 ti nt exercises and songs In
Major and Minor Triads j SImple mo u a 10 ,
one and two parts.
Two half hour periods per week. .. b of Major
. I ReCognition year .. ·d
Course H.-Review of I~te:va s. . • dominant and dimmlsh.e
and Minor Triads and their m~erslOns'l dies involving chromatics
Seventh Chords; dictation exercIs:s;c: ~ex rhythmic patterns ~nd
and modulations; compound ~e:~~;ed ch~rdsj sight 8in~ng exe~cI~~:
syncopations. All sevenths an nd vocal selectIons fro
in two, three, and four parts; songs a
standard choral literature.
Two half hour periods per week.
!
I,
I·
.1
HARMONY I
This is a first year course in E.e:
Course I._Beginning Hannony. more advanced study. B~
mentary Harmony in preparation f~. d and their inversions,.doml~
ning with scales, keys, interv~ls, t~: ::: :raining, writing fromb~:~~
nant seventh chords. ExerCIses I ition and modulation; .ke~ . of
melodies and basses; simpl.e transpo:a rna.liepractical apphcatlOn
.. . h" h the pupIl learnstrammg In W IC
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the material studies. Text: Tapper's First Year Harmony. Open to
students who hav:ecompleted Theory.
Two hours a week.
Couree A.-Intermediate Harmony. This is a "first Year COursefor
more advanced students than Course I, and is required of all certifl,
eate epplieants. Intervals, triads and their inversions; chords of the
Dominant and Diminished Seventh, their inversions and resolutions;
Cadences, modulations, chord connections in four part harmony in
close and dispersed positions. Stress is placed Upon the harmoniza_
tion of melodies. Figured and unfigured basses are also presented.
Practical application at keyboard; simple compositions analyzed;
original work. Text: Chadwick's Harmony, and references to stand,
ard treatises.
Open to students who have completed theory and are doing their
last year's work for certificate in music.
Three hours a week:
Course B.-Advanced Harmony required of all Diploma Applicants.
Secondary and Diminished Seventh Chords; Chords of the Ninth;
Chromatically Altered Chords; Augmented Chords; Cadences; Ex-
traneous Modulation; Suspensions; Passing and Changing Notes,
Organ Point; Form, Analysis. The work consists of written exer-
cises involving the harmonization of melodies, chorale, figured and
unfigured basses; the contrapu·ntal treatment of a giv:en subject;
original work and the analysis of material from the great composers.
Text: Foot and Spalding's Modern Harmony. Treatises referred to
include those of Chadwick, Norris, Prout, Goetschius, Jadassohn,
Reber, Dubois, and others.
Prerequisite, Course A. Two hours a week.
Course C.-Ha,rtnonic Analysis. A study of the forms and har-
monicmaterial used by the composers of the past and the present. The
devices employed, principles governing them and the general struc-
tural forms are carefully considered, enabling the student to explain
the construction of mcslcal composition. Text: Cutter's Harmonic
Analysis.
Courses A and B prerequisites. Two "hours a week.
Course D.-Counterpoint. The first half of the year is ~ven to
strict counterpoint of the different species in two, three and four parts.
The second half-year is devoted to free counterpoint with special
emphasis upon florid counterpoint in several parts.
Prerequisite, "CoursesA and B. Two hours a week.
Course E.-Advanced Counterpoint. Double, triple and quadruple
counterpoint, and modern treatments of contrapuntal methods. This
is designed to develop a technique in smooth part writing and to pre.
pare more fully for the study of composition.
Prerequisites, Courses A, Band D. Two hours a week.'
Cour8e F.-Elementary Composition. This consists of original
work in the simpler periodic forms of composition, instrumental and
Page fifty-m
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., re aration for more advanced study. Co~posit~ons of
vocal,and 1S 10 P P uffici t merit will be performed in public.
pupils which are of 8U cIAenB D and E Two hours a week.
Prerequisites, Courses , " •
nd the simple and complex forms
Couree G.-Canon and Fugue, ~ti The work of the pupil is
of instrumental and ~ocal co~;~s~ ;:'blic performance. Open only
expected to have sufficient merr 0 d Counterpoint and
to those who have completed Harmony an
Course F.
Two hours a week;
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC .
f th volution of mUSICfrom
Course I.-This is a general sur~ey 0 the :entury with emphasis
. t th end of the nineteen , 'd tearliest times 0 e .. . d ffering invaluable ar 0
upon the composers of the classIc. Pt~rlo , ;he work consists largely
musical understanding and apprecla. Ion
f
· t xt collateral reading,
ltd by material rom e , d Pof lectures, supp emen e bd.. Ions are considered: re-
notebook work. The foll?w~ng ~~a 1::SIthe Contrapuntal Schools;
Christian Music; the Chrletian did Bach' the Contrapuntal,
Plt'atoHanean, tifrom Lasso and a ee rm . . Numerous Illustra Ions
, S h I of CompOSItIon. hClassical Romantic c 00 s f d~reproducing mec an-
, 1 by means 0 soun "Hare given in the c asaroom ". b. t are also included: ow
isms. Lectures upon the followmg su ~~:';h Symphony Orchestra,"
to Listen to Music," "The Sonata F~~m" Ou~1inesof Music History.
"The String Quartet." Text: Harm ton s , Two hours a week.
b the Sophomore year.Open to students a ove t- course During
" . t· f the firs year . h
Course Il.-This is a contmua IOn0 d d and critical survey of t e
the first half of the year a more exte~ ~enth century is made, and
music by the great masters of the. nl1ne
rt
are considered at length.
les of t day mustca a . . 1 ed uponthe tendencies 0 presen - . I mphaats IS p ac
During the second half of the year spe~I~heemodern schools of com-
a more elaborate study of the Opera an. a hical study, the works
position In addition to a critical and b~:~h~r methods of construct
of the composers are considered, ~s regar tudied and the subject 0
tion. Program~ o~ visiti?g r::.tIS~~lu:~;a:ions a;e afforded by means
musical aesthetIcs IS consIde Pianola. er.
of the Victrola and the Duo~Art ltd the first course, and by p
Open to students who have comp e ~ Two hours a week.
d music studen... . .thmission to any advance . 1 A reciation dealIng WI
. in MUSlca pp th present,Course A.-This 15 a course the time of Bach to e bl the
the music of the great masters df:~:tent. It is designed to e;~uesical
based upon a study of for; ~nand enjoy the highest tYPe~ofogiCprin~
general student to unders t~ f the aesthetic and pgyc. is placed
literature throug? a k~ow ev~~o0ment. Especial emphas:usical life,
ciples involved In theIr de . dP that affect present-day xt collateral
upon the composers and perlOf~ectures, material fro~ tepr~grams ofThe work is given by means 0 assigned topics. e iven by
reading, reports and dig?sts o~bundant i11ustra~ions are g
visiting artists are studied.
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means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola and the Victrola. Text:
Mason's Appreciation of Music.
Open to college students. No Music prerequisites. Three hours
8 week.
v. HOME ECONOMICS
The courses in-Domestic Science and Domestic Art are
designed to give young women such information concerning
the management of the home as will enable them to regulate,
comprehensively, economically, and artistically, the func-
tions of the home, including cooking, serving, caring for the
sick, marketing, menu making, food combinations and
values, and to do so with absolute certainty of accurate,
successful results.
HOME ECONOMICS CERTIFICATE
The Home Economics Certificate is granted upon the completion
of the first two years of the course outlined below. It is intended as a
practical course for students who wish to become efficient housekeep,
ers and home makers.
HOME ECONOMICS DIPLOMA
The Home Economics Diploma is granted upon the completion of
the full three-year course offered below. It is intended for students
who wish to make a more thorough study of Domestic Science,
Domestic Art, and kindred subjects.
DOMESTIC ART CERTIFICATE
/he DomesticArt Certificate is granted Upon the completion of the
first two years of the courSe outlined below, with Domestic Art Band
one Senior Middle elective added, and all Domestic Science omitted.
DOMESTIC SCIENCE CERTIFICATE
The Domestic Science Certificate is granted upon the completion of
the first two years of the COurseoutlined below, with Domestic Science
B and Chemistry B added, and all Domestic Art omitted.
FIRST YEAR
Domestic Science I; Domestic Art I; and sufficient electives to
aggregate fifteen High School points.
SECONDYEAR
Domestic Science A; Domestic Art A; Chemistry A; Physiology
and Hygiene; and three hours chosen from subjects offered in the
Senior Middle yea:r of the Ge~eral Course, preferably Education A.
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THIRD YEAR h
ti Art B' Chemistry B; and ~ e
Domestic Science B; Domes;c m sUbj~cts offered in the SeDlo~
equivalent of five hours chose~du~~ti,m B is recommend~d as one 0
f the General Course.year 0
the electives here.
S IN DOMESTIC SCIENCE
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE d f the principles of
( ) Cookery A stu Y 0 t' IDomestic Science 1.- a .... f food materials. Prac rea
ition and combination 0cookery, compost ,
and experimental work. "The planning, care,
, d Samtat1.on. , e(b~ Home Administratwn an ,., f the home. Dramag,'} r htdng venttlatmg 0 I dintfurnishing, heating, Ig 1, te from a sanitary stan po . dit
water supply, and disposal of -iode a week' lecture, one hour; ere 1
Laboratory, two double perro S ,
three-fourths point. E 'mental Work in Coo~
. . A Practical and a::pen balanced meals.Domeetic Sc~ence .- , f properly a ance
cry of Foods. Planning and Serv~~'nOg food production and m~n-
Study of the costs of foods and mar. elm: making budgets, keepmg
ti division of moo ,ufacture, home du res, . 1 , • I
ts - ted Domestte SCience .of accoun . b have eomple h ure
Open to college students w 0 two hours; credit three 0 •
h a week' lecture, . hLaboratory, four ours, f the proper nOUrIS-
, B 1 Dietetic8. study 0 1 h d disease,Domestic Science .-. f individuals in hea t an h stage
ment of the individual o\grouPSo~ganism and its needs at ~a~y occu-
including a study of t~e u;n~~etary standards as i~fluen;econditions.
of development, Makmg 0 , nd various dIsease
. ht ize mcorne, apation, age, werg ,s, onditions. .
Preparing meals to meet these c d f home care of the sick,
Th rect metho 0 thods con-
2. Home Nursing.- ~ c:s and bathing, sick-room ~~ in ~mer-care of patient and r,ooro, a mptoms of disease, re.le 1 tiODto
d di . fectdon first sy . Food In re atagion an Ism '.. d and bandagmg. ti of trays.
genciea, first aid to the l?Ju~~d' cookery, and prepara
l
:::
d
Course A.
disease kinds of diet, mv t dents who have comp edit four
' k 0 to college sUb hours' erReference wor. pen k' lecture, tree ,
Laboratory, four hours a wee ,
hours. ES IN DOMESTICART •
DESCRIPTION OF COURS "hand and machme
, n and practice m • use of com·
Domestic Art l.-I~struc~~hine and its attachm~n~;re one hour;
sewing; the use of sewmg m four hours a week, ec
mercial patterns. La~oratory ith spe-
credit three-fourths POlDt. , f Domestic Art I, w four
(1) A continuatIon 0 , Laboratory, ,.Domestic Art A.- , tt,·ng and fittIng.
tice m cu '1cial instruction and prac I pment of texti e
hours a week d' ions in history and ~;ve fOabriCS.Lecture,
(2) Lectures and ISC:USS and prices of tex Ie.
industries; the names',,~~d~~~, Course A, two hours.
one hour a week. Cr~
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~e8tic Art 8.-(1) Practical work is a continuation of Domestic
Art A-(l).
(2) Insaructlon and practice in pattern drafting, modeling and de.
signing pettema in paper.
(3) Praetlca in making and covering frames; the preparation of
bindings and bOWSimaking and trimming hats.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, one hour; credit, two hours.
VI. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The building of the body•.its training for both utility
and grace, and its protection from disease and weakness,
make the department of Physical Education one of the
greatest importance. The gymnasium, the swimming pool,
and tennis courts, the basketball, hockey and athletic fields
provide ample equipment for conducting this important
work. The swimming pool, twenty-three by fifty feet, is
constructedof white tile, and equipped in most modern fash-
ion for convenience and sanitation. Physical training is
given free of charge to boarding students, and is required
of them for at least two periods a week in every year. A
physical examination is given each boarding student at the
beginning of the session, and a record is kept of the condi-
tion of the individual. From this record each student is
advisedas to when to take exercise, and the kind and amount
best suited to her needs. All work is done under expert
supervision.
The work of this school includes the various phases of
Physical Education. Practical gymnastics, gymnastic
games, folk dances and games, and fencing form an impor-
'tant part of the indoor work. The value of aesthetic danc-
ing as a means of acquiring grace and bodily poise has been
recognized of late years. Another and very important
branch embraces practical work in outdoor games, basket-
ball, hockey,and field sports. Because of the greater hy-
gienicvalueof outdoor exercise, fully two-thirds of the work
is done in the open. Thr0ughout the department the exer-
cises are suited to the precise needs of the individual pupil,
and the constant aim is to bring each girl nearer the physicalideal.
The work consists of gymnastics, folk dancing, swimming, athletics
and ,athletic games, for which there is no charge; and of aesthetic
dancmg and fencing, for which a charge is made. Every board-
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. k in physical trammg,d t 0 partoda a wee th r. upil must apen w . ch morning that the wea em: ~ gymnastics, the other electIve .. E~ required At least si:x.clasB.
on . te outdoor exerCIse IS . t I moo
pennits twenty mmu s . d f 11 students who have no ee
lessonsin swimming are reqUlre 0 a
to swim. . red completed by any student nor m~y
N course will be conside til the required work In
o f y department un 1 f herh be graduated rom an I ted for each year 0
s e . h 11 have been camp e . b d ptedPhysical Education sa. . bility the work WIll e 8 aIn case of physical disa I I ,
attendance. d bilities of the student.to the needs an cape
PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION r _
. to child welfare and a rea IZB
An awakened conscience relative f bolesome recreation for
. d mic value 0 W enttion of the SOCialan econo d the playground movem ,
both yo~ngpeople and adults hasde::n~ for trained workers, both,
one of national importance.. Th~d atly exceeds the supply, and
voluntary and paid, in this fie t~;:l value The course embrace~
makes the course one of great pr;~I ground 'Movement, Playgroun
the History and Scope of the ayd t and the Nature and Func-
Organization, Administr~tion and '~~~u;e:'Plain Sewing, RaffiaWeav:"
tion of Play. The practical wo:-k ltr tdon in Folk Dances and Games,
lli ormal Ins uc I .'ing and Story-Te mg; n Athl tics and Swmunmg. "
Gym' nastic and Athletic Games; ~ d week Credit, two hcure.
T perrc sa .Open to college students." wo
ORMAL COURSE
TWO YEAR N years' course isr d above a two- . pon
In addition to the work out ~elize in physical Educatxond'duIt
h wish to specie I a is awar e ,offered to those w o. Ph sical Education dip om . ts being pre--
the completion of which a ~ fifteen High School porn f recita-
is open to college students on y, amounts to thirteen hOu~~0praetieaJ
requisite. The course eac~ .Ye:~ of six hours per ~eeka~ng a total
tion or lecture, and a mtmm of credit are allowe , m
work. For the latter, two hours
of fifteen hours per year.
I
I
FIRSTYEAR CTICE
pRA d't twoweek' ere 1
(Six. hO~~~r~e~achy~ar.)
Gymn~sticsF lk and AesthetiC'
Marchl~g, 0
Dancmg cing
Elemen~rY FrAthletic .Games
GymnastlcTan k Athletics
Field and raC
Swimming R'dingHorseback I
THEO~Y thesis)(Hours are shown m paren
Anatomy (2)
Physiology (2), (4)
Biology or Chemlstt:Y. (2)
. Playground Supervl~lon 3)
Senior Middle Electives (ded)
(Education A recommen
.,
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SECOND YEAR
Anthropometry, Diagnosis, So-
cial Hygiene (3~ .
Kiniesology, Physiology of Ex-
ercise (3) .
Observation and Practice (1)
Education A or: B (3)
.Senior Electives (3)
Gymnastics
Marching
National, Character and Inter,
pretative Dancing
Advanced Fencing
Gymnastic and Athletic Games
Track and Field Athletics
Advanced Swimming
VII. BUSINESSAND SECRETARIAL COURSE
Requests have come for an opportunity to secure in
Ward-Belmont environment training to fill clerical positions
requiring a knowledge of stenography, typewriting, book-
keeping, and· business methods, and secretarial positions
based on skill in stenography, typewriting, and good Eng-
lish. Tomeet this need a two year course has been planned,
open to High School graduates or in exceptional cases to
fourth year High School students. The completion of this
course will entitle the students to a certificate.
First Year.-English, Typewriting, Stenography, Bookkeeping,
Business Arithmetic (half year), and one elective which is advised to
be French or Spanish.
Second Year.-English A. and B or M, Commercial Correspondence,
Economics and Sociology, Stenography, Dictaphone, Multigraph, and
sne elective.
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POINTS Of INTEREST TO PATRONS
ROSE COTTAGE
~andsome, well-equipped buildings and beautifully planned
erounds.The students enjoy the use of a beautiful and commodious country
clubhouse at Woody Crest, the Ward-Belmont farm.
The residence halls and the academic building entirely separate.
Intelligent watchman constantly on duty.
Steam heat, modern plumbing, city sewerage.
Sterilized, filtered water runs ice-cooled to hygienic drinking. foun-
tains on every floor.
Well-equipped Domestic Science laboratory.
Light, airy dining halls. and scientifically equipped kitchen and
bakery.
A diet table at extra charge is ma~ntained for ~hoseadjudged by
physiciansor the trained nurse as requiring such special care.
Milk, butter, poultry and vegetables largely supplied from Woody
Crest.
The sending of candy and boxes of food to students is strongly
discouraged.
Gymnasium, with shower baths and swimming pool. free to all
students.
Roof garden among the recent improvements.
Visitors received in the central parlors. not in residence halls.
Men callers received by written permission from parents addressed
to the school.
Sunday visiting discouraged.
Vtctrolas not permitted ill- the dormitories.
, Student social rooms maintained in every dormitOry.
Students are not to leave the campus without permission of the
management.
Students not well enough to study or recite must go to the
infirmary.City correspondence allowed only on written request from parents.
T
' . . . d the subjects of con-
aste, economy. and proprIety 10 resa are
stant care.
Borrowing and lending firmly discountenanced.. 6: t Ith the rules of
Parents may not give permissions that con re WI
the school. ' .d
. money are fUUymet In
The pupil's needs in per!,onal spen 10g
a monthly allowance of fifteen to twenty dollars. . tl. d vide herself promp "I
Every resident student is expecte to pro schooluse
with s~ng book, Bible, and other books for regular .
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., in the city, except wit:h
. not allowed to VISIt t Permission 15
Boardingpupils ar:s and the school manage~en ith parents or in
theapproval of p:r:~he night in the city,~x~etotthe school. Such
not granted to spet latives or that of an 0 -ntl than one week-end
the home of near re t d more frequen y"11 not be gran e
pennission WI __ Drafts made by
in a month. t lend money to students. y or upon the
Ward-Belmont does no I in cases of emergenc
h ec1 by us ony .studentsare anal' ts or guardIans. . _thirty
writtenrequest from 1~::~~920represents the b~~x~a;:~dl~an Sal-
Student body 0: . t of Columbia, Canada, l' advantages of a
sevenStates, the ~lstrl~h broadening educatIOna
d thus affording e k to
va or, . t nceship. New Yor
nation-wideacqua
m
a th of the Ohio fr~m ditions and
State nor cr abc conPractically every d' Ward-Belmont, un thi -d of our student
Oregon is representee much that nearly one- 11
I -tunitdes are S teducationa OpPOl North, the roomen
bodynow comes born the d chool regulations from'hecity, Par'"
d t are un er s t e from , IBoarding stu en s , rrtil their depar ur nt SOCIaor
of their arrival in Nashville Uf r'ring with the SChOOlte~or after sheents should not, without c?,n ebefore the student en r
.' in the CIY dother perrmssions . tained un er
hI· ldi is mam I h 1leavessc 00, . th main hui mg '11to meet sc 00
A modern infi~~ry I:nd :upilS who are, tOOthleirbedrooms. A
professional supervlslO~' f here instead of m the grounds for use
appointments are car.~ I~r also maintained on
remotely isolated hospita IS d up to the
d tbemae ,in case of nee , f absence mus, for the course,
School work missed~e~~:: ~redit cannot be 19~~e;erhour. Tests
teacher's satisfaction; ot e ided at $1.00 to $, t be taken later,
Ordinarily a tutor c~nk~: P:t~e appointed t~~o~~~ in prepara~~~
01' examinations not a h will be made, t Ing is not ecce
and a charge of $2,00 ea~ Ward-Belmont. Tu 01'
subjects must be tested a be written and
in lieu of college work. t or guardians shOU,~~approval of thb-e
.' f paren s bject to till suAll permIssIons 0 t and are su t pupils are s
h anagemen . f paren S I classroomaddressed to t e m d 'ng the viSIts a t all regu ar
management, Even urI hool and must mee
ject to the rules of the sc , sit slips, checks,
tudio appointments. f pass books,depo ending money
or s 'th its system a for the sp hecks,
The school bank, WI orts not only car~ nk account,draw'~le for
and monthly balance retPh m 'howto keep a
W
a are not respons1
t b t teaches e If irs eof studen s, u financial a a . Its s
and conduct their o~ deposited in our vall . hostess who is al:~~g
money or valuables no . the charge of at' e time to the tral and
Each residence hall ~~ :hO devotes he\e:s I:Sappropriaten:s~ord,accessible for counsel, a hold in such que~ttthe bedrooms. In
of the girls of her hOUB~esBand order In
simplicity in dress, nea n
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Neatness and order are expected of all students in the care of
their rooms.
Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will not be allowed in the
students' rooms. Rooms are provided for this purpose.
One faculty member for every ten resident students.
Classes small enough to guarantee adequate individual attention,
The school reserves the right to withdraw any class for which
there are not as many as ten applicants,
A tutor is provided at moderate cost for students who need coach,
ing to enable them to keep up with their classes. .
Music teachers all conservatory trained under the best masters
in America and Europe.
Eighty pianos including eight Steinway Grands and a Steinway
Duo Art recently purchased.
Lengthy visits of parents or other members of students' familiesis discouraged.
The Star Entertainment course offers unusual advantages in lec-
tures, musical recitals, concerts.
Loyal alumnae, enthusiastic student body, excellent school spirit.
School work missed just before or after the Christmas holidays
must be made up at the student's expense,
Testimonials of character and health must accompany or follow
each new pupil's application for admission. .
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form of
Student Government,properly safeguarded by Faculty supervision andcooperation.
Parents or guardians who register students accept all the con-
ditions in this catalogue.
Except when they are in the Nashville homes of near relatives,
pupils from a distance are required to board in the school.
A student who is found to be out of sympathy with the spirit and
ideals of the school may be asked to withdraw even. though she may
not have broken any formal rules.
Rooms in the boarding department are assigned in the order of
application, and early registration is advised. Every room in the
residence halls was taken last year ten weeks in advance of theopening.
With the exception of a few single rooms, which may be had at
extra cost, each bedroomis for two girls, and is furnished with single
beds, separate closets, and other usual comforts.
Windows and doors of residence halls fitted with metal weather
strips and copper screens, thus protecting against winter cold andsummer insect annoyance.
,Eve:>"provision against fire-regular fir'\!drills, fire escapes, fire
extmgulshers, fire hose-thourh there is D') fire in the buildings ex-
cept in kitchens and bakery.
w R D - B E L M 0 N T W A R D B
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~ese hostesses undertak·
In a Christian borne e to perform the officeof th. e refin d
Students are no . e mother
them and t permItted to brin ', parents are request d g food or cann dThe h . e not to send them e goods with
eXChang;cc::~e~sli:qUiPpedwith the Bell Com a t~ their daughters.
cas~s of emergencygP:~~the Bell Company's ~o:; ~t:lVatetelephone
their parents in rae' ~ may have long distan s ance board. In
A~ter8:30p. m.~ntilt~~~l:ievery i~portant city ~: tc:nver~ation with
mmute conversations is appght. the station to station"e UtmtedStates.
roxlmately tift ra es fa th
. Parents and guardian Y per cent of the d r res,
tn securing full s are requested to .. ay rate.
and end of the SC~~~Iregular attendance, eS;;~i~~rate with the school
mas holidays. Much e~:ar,/nd just before and j~Yt·a~ the beginning
season, and no student s~~ Ifdnal .value attaches to Stha ter the Christ-
en~s at noon, Thursda u miss any part of i e commencement
this hour. Students:h J~ne 3, and all students i The school year
menta throughout th 10. eave earlier or wh d ave obligations to
for the work of the ~a:t osmg days, wiil thus ;ail
o
t not keep appoint-
Th . quarter. 0 earn full credit
e followmg thirt
;~:; ~eXico, and San y~~:T::d~:ates, the District of CoIn .
'Col d Ward-Belmont: Alab were represented d . mbla, Can-
ora 0, Connecticut F . ama, Arizona A urmg the past
:~s,. K:ntucky, Louis;an~or~a, Georgia, Illin~is ;:~~sas, California,
~SSlPPl, Missouri, Mont~ aryl and, Massachdsett laMn~,I~wa, Kan-
ew York, North Car .na, Nebraska, New s, Icbigan, Mis-
Island South C . alma, Ohio Okl h Jersey, New M .W' arolina S ,a oma p ecce,
est Virginia W. '. outh Dakota T .' ennsylvania Rh d
, ISCOnSln W ,ennessee T ,0 e, yarning. ' exes, Virginia,
CONCERNING CHARGES AND TERMS
In what fellows we have mimed the lowest terms con-
sistent with the accommodation, equipment, and high
qualityof teaching furrnshed. We are prepared to prove
to the satisfaction of the discriminating that, compared
withschoolsoffering similar advantages, Ward-Belmont is
not an expensive school. The charges are for the whole
schoolyear, and reductions cannot be made if the student
for any reason, except the long illness of the girl herself,
iswithdrawn during the year. As Ward-Belmont's rooms
are much in demand before the opening, and as applicants
whowould take the rooms for the whole year are eften
crowdedout by previous applicants, it is neither ethicallY
nor legally right for an earlier successful applicant to with-
draw and expect the return of fees paid or due. Hence, in
accordance with the uniform custom of other reputable
schools,pupils are received for the entire session or part of
sessionunexpired at time of entrance. No reduction will
be made for absence immediately' preceding or following
the Christmas vacation or during the first four or last six
weeksof the term' nor will reduction be made for absence
during other pericds, unless the st~dent is absent on ac-
count of her own illness and for at least five weeks, when
we shall divIde equally with the patron the loss for the
enforced absence.
Ward-Belmont has no confidential termS, and no one is
authorized to negotiate with prospective patrons except
upon the figures and terms named in this Catalogue.
EXPENSES AT WARD_BELMONT, NASHVILLE, TENN.
T
b
. . the third Wednes-
he school year consists of one term, eglDmng . h
clay in September and ending the first Thursday in June, WIt 1\'Ch . . el t eeks and the charges
rlstmas vacation of ap'prmnmat Y wO w ,
here named are for the whole school year. The year's expense~ ~re
payable in two installments, in September and January, respectIVy,
as stated below.
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. th Christmas vacation,
.The school buildings are dosed durd
1ng e f pupilJl during this
but provision is made for the b0811d an care 0
period at $18 a. week.
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~n ~dvance ,registration fee of $25 should be forward d .
application, which amount will be credited a e With the
school account, but is not subject to return {Se prepayment on the. ee page 24.)
Board, room, with bath hilt" .in th Lit on a • ~lhon In two or more subjects
e I erary Department (Including Latin French G
man, Spanish), Physical Training Athleti:s S . ' . er-
~eei:Y c1~ss train,jngin Bookkeepi~g, weekly 'clas:~:l:;:
inr; ~::~:~;~~e:~~~~~~oration,use ?f Library, two girls
p ............................................................• 70000
Payable $475 on entrance, balance on January 1. .
~~~~~. ~tc .• as 8?OVe, in rooms in suites of two with con-
g ath, or In rooms with private bath t . J •
room, each occupant. ' wo g'ir 5 In a
p. . $850 00
avabls $575 on entrance, balance on J anuar 1 ..
f Si 1 y .mg e rooms in suites of two with .
for one occupant each at $9~0 d connectmg bath are available
tion, of which $650 is pay bl, an $1,000 for board and literary tui-
~. a e on entrance.
A rew smgle rooms with b thand $SOO. a on hall are available at $750
A few double rooms are available at $650
and literary tuition, of which <t'425 . for each girl for board
<;' IS payable on entrance
Students who take work in t .
of at least two points 0 . h wo or .more extras (the equivalent
f d . l' SIX ours credlt--see 38)
~ time in addition for more than th ~age . ,and cannot
will be credited with $50 . e one required LIterary subject
"board, etc." on either of the above-mentioned sums fOI:
Clergymen in active
one hundred dollars on
extras.
ministerial work are allowed dith a rscount of
e regular course and twenty per cent on
•. THE OTHER FEES REQUIRED
-!-Star Entertainment Course
In~~~:~ :~~ns m:pl:c:~ditCtin·~d~··~~·~··~~·l~~~;~··· ~~~·~~i·~·~$9.00f·
U a en ant 15 necessar ) $25.00
se of house linen (see page 19) y 6.00
Payable on entrance. 10.00
1.aundl'Y, within Uberal, but specified Iim i
Payable three~fifths on entran 'b 1 ts............................... 35.00
___ ce, a ance on January 1.
t"These single rooms, when occu .
at $800 for each occupant, of WhiCh'$~2~aC:h~y two girls, may be had
:j:In addition to th IS ue on entrance.
:al~es~~drdtin ra~hv~I~~e~~~i~~~Ke g;::: wnceJtB ind Iect~res which
Eost of ~5,OOOsto u;8~~0~h:mb:~~in ten o~ m~:e ~e;t~~~fn~I~~fsre:~n;
xpresslOn, and Literature Th· ng some of the best in Music Art
i~r hi~aJjv~~~~1~~k~:sainments at ~sr~~:I~~~h I:i~e~nllib~~ t,.fhethst~den~d;• fly pal
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·Each of the above-named fees for board and tuition in-
cludes Physical Training, so necessary to health, and the
modern languages-French, German, and Spanish-all of
which, in practically all schools, are charged for as "extras."
Swimming is also included without extra cost, as are weekly
class lessons in Public Speaking, Interior Decoration,
and in Bookkeeping-valuable additions to the Ward-
Belmont general curriculum. Our purpose is to reduce the
number of "extras" by including in the curriculum without
extra charge subjects usually required for graduation and
many beneficial to all students. It is thus evident to one
considering these features and the vast additions made to
equipment and Faculty during the last few years that the
charge for boarding students is remarkably reasonable. It
is the policy of Ward-Belmont to include in the regular
charge abundant provision for health in physical culture,
every literary requirement for graduation, and the essen-
tials for a broad culture. The charges listed below under
"Extras" are made for those who wish to specialize in the
subjects named or to supplement their work along those
lines.
EXTRAS (IF TAKEN)-CHARGES PER SCHOLASTIC YEAR
Payable three~fifths on entrance, balance on January 1.
Piano, individual lessons, two per week. ·..················$12500
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Goodman.... 225 00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week. ·······················150 00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week, with Signor De Luca .... 250 00
Use of practice piano, one and one-half hours per day, per year
·(each additional hour, $10) ····-·········· 20 00
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, wi~ Mr. Rose ·· 175 00
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week, with Mr. HenkeL ..; 200 ~~
Practice on practice Organ one hour per day, per sessIOn.......... 30
Practice on large Organ, o~e~ha1f hour per day, per session.... 35 00
Orchestra class free to violin pupils........ 30 00
Th ' . . S· h S· . 15 00eory, Ear Trammg or 19 t mgmg..... 00
Harmony and Pedagogy in class, each 30 00
H.armony, iJ.ldividual lessons, two per week ··············::~1~~00
SIght Reading, in class ···························-····- ~.. 75 00
Domestic Science, regular course ····_················_·_······_ - 6 00
Materials used in Domestic Science, each course,. per year _.. ~5 00
Domestic Art, one course ···················:·······_········.._ 100 (}(l
Art, one or two periods per day (extra perIods, each $~) ··,Art
Costume Design and Interior Decoration, for DomestIC ..... 40 00
·pupils, three bours a week ···········································.,.50 00
Italian and Greek, each ~ ············_·············_····_····_ ,.
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Expression, first' or second year, regular course _ .
Expression, third ye~r .course __ __ __ __ __ __ _.__
Playground supervision __ :__. ..__ _..__ __.__.
Physical Education Normal Course __..__ : __.
Typewriting __ __ __ __.
Shorthand and Typewriting __ __.. .
Use of typewriter, two hours a day _ __ _ __ __..
Bookkeeping, in classes of six or more .
Laboratory fee, for students of Chemistry or Biology .
(Extra charge for unnecessary breakages or wastefulness).
100 00
125 00
30 00
100 00
30 00
85 00
15 00
50 00
10 00
Graduation fee .
Certificate fee . ......................................
15 00
10 00
Pupils enter for the entire session or part of session unexpired at
time of entrance. No reduction will be made for time lost during the
(irst f~ur or last six weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made
for absence during other periods, except in cases of the protracted
illness of the student herself, when the loss will be shared equally
with the patron jf the illness has kept the student for five weeks or
more out of the school building.
School bills are due on entrance and on January 1, in New York,
Chicago, Or St. Louis exchange, and are subject to sight draft after
these dates.
Fuller information will .be furnished on request, through corre-
spondence, additional printed literature, or photographic views.
. . June, 192f.
THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL,
Belmont Heights, Nashville, Tenn.
ACADEMIC BUILDING
IUIV
i
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WARD-BELMONT MATRICULATES 1920-1921
Cllclrrurn. DorOlh,.
Ada,m~, Josephine
Atkinson, Dorothy
BaJley. Margaret
Baird. Martha
Barbee. Allee
Boardman, Janice
Bonham, Lucile
Born, Ellanna
Bounds, Adele
Brazelton, Clothilde
Brown, Frances
Bullae)" Lyndal\
certen, Thelma
Carlton, Virginia
Christensen, Eltna
Cochran. Em Neville
Colby, Mildred
Colson, Elizabeth
cone. Doris
Connett. Margaret
Cooper, Jean
Curran, Helen
Dent, Nellle Beall
Dl1worth, Estelle
Dodson, Beryle
Eckley, vu-amtc,
Emberson, Helen
Fincham, Hallie
Adlckes. Cecliia
Adlckes. Sadie
Ashcroft, Florlne-
Baker. Virginia
Bal!l.u'd, Bessie
'aernu-ope, Zereda
Barnhart, Elizabeth
Bflxatinl, Felice
Bell. Louise
Bell, MlLl'tha
Best. Eleanor
Biggers, Mary
Black, Frances
Blackman, Leola
~~~~~S~~thElizabet'h
Bonham, Evelyn
Bowen, Ruth
Bozeman, Francell:
Bradley, As-nes
BrIght, Effie Audrey
Bryant, Sara Elizabeth
Burrows, Mildred
cece, Elizabeth
Casteel, Dudley
Childers, Ruby
Church, Mlillcent
ChUl'Chlll, Mildred
Clark, MarjorIe
Clements, Martha.
Close, Mina.
Co,~~s, WInnie
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
POSTGRADU.~TE CLASS
Crawford, Corrie
Oliver, Lucytte
SENIOR' CLASS
Gee, Mary Ellzabeth
Glascock, VirginIa
GrIsham, Louise
Hill, Julla
Hoag, Marlette
Holllnshead, Dorinda
HOllister, Mildred
Jeffries, Della
Jenel, Louise
JOhnston, Beatrice
Lavely, Anefta
Lawson, Nancy
Lee, MamIe
r;lggett, Josephine
Lyon, Margaret
McAdams, Anna Mae
McClain, Anna May
McClellan, Louise
McKinney, Frankie
Markham, Madeleine
Meyer, Ellzabeth
MinnIs, Jewell
Moore, Margaret Branch
Moor-e, wnue Lois
Morris, Leona
O'Flaherty, Ellen
Parl,er, Geraldine
ptcjcens, Pansy
SEN'IQR MIDDLE CLASS
Coleman, MIriam
Coles, Rosamond
Connett, Laura
Conroy, Ellzabeth'
Coulson .. Mal')'
Cox, Catherine
Crinkley, Burta
Crowell, Mary Ruth
Culver, Frances
CUI"ran, Helen
Davis, Frances
Davis, Leslie
DeBord, Grace
Dixon, Woody
Donaldson, jeruncea
Dunn, Marga~t
ByeI', Mary
Edee Gwendol}'n
Edga'r, Nobe
sauostc». Evelyn
Emerson, Ludle
Favllle, Marlon
Fraiser, Ellen Jones
French, MInnie lIiay
Frye, EdIth
Fu'lton, aue-ee
Galloway, Louise
Garvey, Irene
Gllmer, Chrlstlne
Graves, Myrtle
Greer, Nanni",
Gregory, Harrll't
Garner, Margaret.
Plel,att, vere
PIgford, Ruby MlHl
r-nce. .runa
Price, VirginIa.
Reineklng, Jean
Renn, Rachel
ROSIl, Gussie Ray
same, Ruby
Sharp, .remu
Shelby, Helen
SImmons. Reba
stnteer. HenrIetta.
Stone. Helen
Taylor, VirgInia.
Thompson, Gertrude
Towle, Bernice
Turner, Dorothy r.curee
Va.n Cleve, Jane
Vernier, Ma.rgaret
v ordenberz; Martha
Walter, Marie
Watts, Mildred'
Weaver, Dorothy
Williams, Myra
wrmere. Blanche
Woodall, Nina
WurUbaugh, Ruth
oneeer. VirgInia
Guenther, Ca.therlne
Haddox, Clara
nenenweic. Augusta
Harmon, FrIeda
Hebert, xemertne
Henderson, Elizabeth
Hertzberg, Clara
Hibshman, Emmo.
Hill. Ruth
auus. Enger
Hines. Ruth
avre, Dorothea
Hyma.n, Helen
Hyneman, Lucile.
Johnson, Leta.
Johnson, ValerIa
Jones, Neva
Rennedy, G1ad}'s
Kenney. Lyda
Kennedy, MarY
Koehn, Genova
Lehman, :Mlldr,od
Leonard, Wilma
t.ewre. Marjorie
Liggett. Ellzabeth
Lindsey, Beatrl~
Lindsay, Betty
t~=~n~~r:[~rga.ret EVeIY~
Lyon, Wilma.
McCoy, Sean ..
w A
McCoy. VIrginia
McElrath, Linda
McFarlane, Gertrude
McFarlane, Joan
McFarlin, Ruth
MaMlllen, Virginia
Maricle, Sibyl
Martin, CarOlyn
Martin, Leota
Mason, Edna
Millet', Loul1;'c
Mock, Helen
Moore, Catherine
Moore, :Marjorle
Morgan, Sarah
MorrIson, Alexand,'a
Moss, Sarah Ellen
Mumtot"<i, Mary
Murphree, Claire
Myers. E))zabcth
Naylol', Mary
Nelson, Nora
Nevllle, Uargaret
NichOlson, Ruth
Norman, MIl<lred
Norton, Emma
Atdrtch, Frances
Allen. TreJle
e n-cwemnn, Jmo
Atk']naon, Vtvte.n
AVis, Gretchen
AVis, Ruby
Bakel', Grace
Barr, Willa
Bath, BlOSsom
Baudry, Denise
Becker, Dorothy
B<:>ntJey. Dorothy
Bigger, BeSSie
Bigger, Marie
Bigger, Pearl
Black, Louise
Blood, Florence
Bouillon, Helen
Bradley, Florence
Bragg, Lucile'
Bratton, Juanita
Bressler, Mary
.Broad, Irene
Bruckshaw, Lela
BUdge, Melba
Burnett, Anne
Calhoun, MarguerIte
Callender, Frances
Camp, NeUeen
Caster, Ethel
Cathcart, Florence
Chandler. Margaret
Chase. Leah
C1uxton, DorIs
Coon, Faye
Cornwell, Lenore
·Colller. Dorothy
Coul$'(ln. Mary
CraWford. Esther
DaVis, Kathryn
Dekle, LuCJe Neel
Donall. Theo
Douthit, Pattl
DOWdle. Fatlne
Duncan. Edna
Dunnam, Kathleen
Echo/B, MarjorIe
lilckert, Louise
R D B
Orange. Gladys
Orange, Helen
Parsons. Elizabeth M.
Pease, Catherine
Phlftec, Anna Grace
Polk, Ellen
POtter, Evelyn
Powell, Daz-thea
Prescott, Amelle
PUl'Vines, Mary Frances
Re<hnu,nd, Eleanor
RennIck, Lynette
Rnodes, Lillian
ROberts,· Susan Mary
Sams, Bernice
Schrage. Genevieve
Scruggll, Margaret
Seagle. Glynden
Seagle. Hanlet
Seward. Charlotte
Sexton, Roma
SObel'. Deborah
Stmnson, Charlotte
Simpson, Sara
Sims, Marguerite
Sims, NOI"a
Smith, Cathel'ine
COLLEGE SPECIAL CLASS
Ellison. Brice
Engel, Sara
English, Sara
Fagerstrom, E,"ma
FarJln, 'l'helma
FurTar, Dorothy
Fentress, Alline
Fox, Helen
Fox, zcrs
Fraser, Mabel
FJ"azer, Sara
Gambrell, LOUise
Ga,'retl. Katharine
Gary, KathrYn
Geissler, Dorothy
Gillette. Ferol
Gray. Alice
Gridley, Marjorie
Haggal'd, LUCille
Hanssen, lIIartha Louise
Hanson, Ruth
Ranis, Fl'ances
HarTlson, i\IaJ'lon
HarWOOd, Ellzab<lth
Hempfling, Luclle
Hendel'son, Mar'le
Hirsch, MaXine
Hoffman. Edith
!IoPlllns, Rachel
Howard, Virginia,
HUber, Allie Bell
In'k, Dorothy
James, Jeanette
JOhllllOll, Mary Frances
Kaplan, Pearl
Kenney, Frances
Kerr, Helen
Lawrence, Edna
Lee. Ida Virginia
J.elpold, Fern
McBride. Ruth
McClellan, Dorothy
MCElhinney, Allce
.lIfeWllllams, Jim
Margraves, Lflilan
May, Olga ,
Mays, Katherine
Mears. Elizabeth
E L M a N T
Smith, EVlYn
Smith. Gladys
Spraglns, SUsie
Stephen. Virginia
StOUffer, Elizabeth
Tatum, R~lna
Terry. Esther
'I'r·amel. Agnes
Thompson. Catherine
Underwood. Fay
Wallace. Ruth
'Varden, Mal'Karet
Watson. Helen
~'elss, Adele
V_hlttler, Leona
Wier, Nettle Lee
Wikle, Roberta
wuee-, LOUise
'Vlllla.rns, Marion
Willyard, Dorcas
Wimberly. Edrie
'Vlsegarver, Cleo
"Wood, Miriam
Wood rurr, Gilberta
YOung, Marlon Frances
YunS"cla9, Claire
Moller, AlrheJd
Moore. Mal'gle Lou
Morawltz, Louige
MUI'phy, Bess
Nelson, Catherine
Nelson, Celestfne
Newman. Nanon
Owen, Mary
Papenhagen, Edna
Par'kes, MfJdl'ed
Pelton, Dorothy
Prlday, Inez
Pyles, Gwendolyp
Rainwater, QJlve
Read, Addle Crouch
Rebman, Lol'ena
Rice. Floyd
Rlefler, Louise
Robertson, Nell
Roehm, Miriam
Rogers, Magdalene
Rosenthal, Dorothy
Row, Mattie
Russell, Felicia
Schleicher, Ma.ry Agnell"
Scott, Frances
Sears. LOis
Settle, Glady"
Shel'rer, Marie
Sims, Edna
Sinclair, ZOla
Smith. Alberta
Somerville; Mary
Sturdevant, Inna
Sutton, Ernestine
Sutton, Mlidred
Taylor. Elizabeth
TaYlor, Myrtle
Thompson. Leila
Thusil, Ell.Zll.beth
Todd, Mabel
Watson. Ila.h
Wellrord, Ellza
Wllder, Martha
Willie, Juanita
Wood, Leila
Woodward, PaUllne
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Barnard, t.creue
Bell Helen
Bell'lngro.th, Ruth
Caldwell, COnstance
Chancellor, Mary
close. Ethel
Coston, Mary Hale
Driggs, Margal'et
Eberhardt, Gert,:ude
Filson, Mary Julla
Folsom,' Christine
uerner. ElIzabeth d d
Garvey, Frances Mil r-e
Godwin, Louise
Gregg, Blanche Marfe
Griffin, Gladys
GUitar, Ruth
Hainline, Helen
Hamlett, Georgia.
Harrington, Mildred
Hassler, i'lrflry
Hensel. Dorothy
Atwood, Dorothy
Bauman, Fawn
Bell, Lucflle .
Black, Fr'ancolSe
Blackburn, Mildred
Bu[ord, Eddie Lou
Candler, NadIne
Carothers, Mary Lou
Carpenter, Amy Ann
Obadwtck, lI1argal'(!>t
Chndwlcl" Shelby
. Cooke, Willie
Crune, Marianna
CUlbert, Mal>' Olive
Dortch, Ernestine
Bdwar'ds, Earline
Fletcher, Mal'y Helen
Goddard, Antoinette
Aleltander, Bennie Ruth
Bt:>nder, Gladys
Brantingham, Mal'tha
Brogan. Olive
Brown, Lynette
Cassell, Mary
Conley, Louise
Cook, LouIse
COWden, Mildred
Dally, Dorothy
Embr(>y, KI~therlne
Foster, Ellnor
Fraiser, Allee
Fraiser, -Martha
Glover. Zodle
Goodner, Lucile
Hofflln, Isabelle
Hunt, Margaret
Adams, Florence
Baird, Polly
Bear, Elise
Beasley, Mary M.
Boyer Emmellne
Bradrord, Sarah
Bright, .Josephine
Bruce, Hll(la
g~~~~a;tl,U:;o~ePhlnf)
COI'tner, France!
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PREPARATORY STUDENTS
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Hicks, Dorothy .
Holland, Mar-y Bird
Howse, Ellzabeth
Hurne, Betty
Jones, Margaret
JOY, Sue
Kessler, Coralle
Kinzel. Mildred
LeMaster. Helene
LewIs, Sue
Lightfoot, Louise
Mu.urer; Me~a Helen
xreucr, r.nua»
xnocretoo, Sarah.
Mct-g a.n, j ane
Ogden, Man;:,aret
pu.r-man. Martha
Parmenter, Dorothy
Paul, Elizabeth
Paule)', Nancy
Payne, Nola
Peery, lImq.red
JUNIOR CLASS
Goetz, lIIllWd~fl~e BellGraham, I
Handley, Louise,
Hopper, Dot-othv
Houston. Martha
Hurley, Autumn
ruekson. Bessie
Jones Mildred
KI1'lQ;atl'lck, Jean
KIrsch, Rosalyn
Lashlee, Nell
t.osue, Car'ollne
Lee, Zelma
Lloyd, Ruth
xtevers. Sonoma
MInteer, Elvnta
Mobley, Edith
Mofffl.tt, Dale
Nance. Bernice
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Hunt, lI{Jldren
Isaacson, Irma
Kerr India
Leep~r, G~~d~: Ellz(l.beth
J~eonard't :;~rgaret
Lightfoo, Belle
MCWIII~l~~'beth
Mann, Vil'l;Inla.
l\fatt~ews, 'vel)'n
Mattingly, EMarion
Mulholland, thy
Norman, Doro
mellaObel'dot'fer, 0
O'Brien. Constance
Ottenvllle, .~e:: Moore
panlsh: ~~~n Meter
~~~~i~~',Chrbtlne
FRE~HMAN CLASS
Craft, Esther
Dews, Doroi{:;;.tha
Dickinson,
Epps, Al'va Lee
Flte. A~~arguerlteFuller,
Galt, Jane Ellznbeth
Gannaway, L
Ollbert, ~~~ ,
g~~~~~Il,E?lth
a
Pickett, Allee
Porter. Elsie
Prlece, Helen
'Prtoe, lIIary 'rerecrc
Reynolds, Nellie Gray
Ridgeway. Myrtle
Robertson, Agnes
-Robinson, Claribel
Rogers, Lottie May
Roof, Joe S.
Sanderson, Mary
Schenck, Emily
Seward, Mad ge
Simon, Dorothy _
Smallwood, Dorothy
Stol,cs, FI'annes .
h mas Theodo~,a.
~;chel' Katherine
Vaugha~, pnuttne
Watts, Mary
.Young, Fay
Peeples, Virginia
Re~~'OI~~I,II~~lloabeth
~:ynOIdS, Hortense
sam Louise
Sanderson, Grace
Sconce, Louise
Shipley, Allee
Smith. Louise
Smith, Mabel
Spence, Kat~~~en
Stephenson.
Taylor, JOY Mfldred
. Tlmberlake;ace
Thomas, G Margaret
Wakeman, t
Webber, Margare
Wlillams, Maud"
Ralston, Esther e
Robinson, r~:~~nne
Rosenthal. Elizll.lJeth
Schnabaum. bertll.
ShillinglaW, ~Oth
Shreve. Eliza e
Slier, J~~herlne
~~fth,Mar'y Allee
Smith, 'Ruth Llda.
Stephenso;farlon
Sul1lvan, atalle
Wll.lla.ce, _N Ellzabeth
White, Mnry
,\\'II<le, Helen za.beth
v.'Il11ams. E~al''Y HeleD
Woodward.
w A R
'Jackson, Catherine E.
Jackson, Elizabeth Kent
Jone~. Virginia.
Keith. Velma
KJllebrnw, Kath<.wlne
Lightfoot, Nancy
Littlefield, Bessie
Lowe, Virginia
Luck, Susan
McCuan, Eleanor
xrccm. MO,TY
Minton, Sam"
Mitchener, Clotilda BeJle
Allison, Louise
Baker, JI!lldre<l
Brock, Ellzabeth
Carr, G ,'ace
Clement, Martha
C(Joke, Margaret
Dlckln!lon. Helen
Eakin, Eloise
Abraham, Leah
Allen. Marian'
Ballard, Helen
Beard. RUda
Beaty, Sarah
Reitman. s'eiesrc
Bowers. Jdn May
Bransfonl. AI'sle
Brantley. Elizabeth
Brown, Grace
Butler, Nelda
Callender, Marje Louise
Campbell, Geneva
Carter, :Mary Ellzabeth
Charles, Miriam
Coe. Helen
Corlette, Catherine
Coul"lfle)', Sara Claire
Edee. Gwendolyn
Evans. Phi Delta
Fitzgerald, Sara
Gannaway. Janice
Gershon, Louis!!
Gray, Mlldred
Aunms, M"'r'ion
Allen. l\ddie Lee
Anderson. lIfr.!!!.A, B,
Anderson, Lella Barr
Anderson, :Mary
Atkinson, Ned
Austin, Ellzabeth
Banuy, VQl'da Lee
Bate, Nelle
Bates, Frances
Bauman, Ophie Loul.a
Baxter", Susan
Bell, Ellzabeth
Bell, Emma
Bell, M!ldred
Bleusoe, Frances
Bledsoe, Virginia
Bond, Lucy :i\fay
Boyer, Betty
BrOck, Ellzabeth
Brooks, Lidia
Brower', Georgia.
Brown, Jenlta
Bryan, E!llzabeth
Buchanan, Mary
I
D B E
Morelli, WhltfieJ(]
Moore. Margaret Lula
xroore, Mary McEwen
Moss, Mary LoulBe
Neil, Frances
Northern, Mary
Parsons, Elizabeth C.
Phelp1l, Fannie Julla
P'Poole. Mildred
Reeder. Kathleen
Rey nulcls. Margaret
Ronna, Ma.'l:ine
Scott, Mary Louise
Snell. Ellen
SUB-FRESHJlfAN STUDENTS
Hu.ynea, Jean
Hollinshead. Harriet
Howse, Helen
,Tackson, Mercer
Keith, Vena.
Laurent. Kathel'lne
Nell. Argie Sherrod
Orr, Polly
Pll.EP ARA TORY SPECIAL CLASS
Hagan. Mary
Heise, Mrs. Frank
Hemsley, Florence
Hinton, Crawford
Howard. Man;raret
Howe, Alice
Hunt, Fl'ances
Johnson. Jemmie
Johnson. ,Terolecn
Johnston. Frances
Johnston, Ruth
Juhl, Mildred
Kemp. Isahelle
Krebs, Ruth
Lehman, Dorothy
L~'on, Hilda
Lyon, Laura
McCampbell, MrLrguerite
1IIagana, Lydia
1Ifayfleld. Josephine
Men..,e1l, 1I1I·s. Thomas
"'iJddleton, Margaret
l\,rmer, Adelaide .
Potchernick. Lorene
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Burroughs, l\filul'cd
Burton. Rulh
BUI'ton. Mrs;' .Tames K.
CallowaJ', MI'B, W. J.
Carr. Grace E.
Chambers, Ellen
Cheek'. Hulda
Clal'k, Lucille
Coggins, Elizabeth
Cohen, Hazel
Colcock, Mrs. M, A,
Cooley, Nina
COl>. EIIzabeth
Craig. Frances
Dal·nall. Helen Fl'ances
Davis. Harold K.
D(mton, )\fa,ry Fa,rr
Dickerson, Mary Frances
Dortch, Louise
Douglas, Elizabeth
Douthitt. Mary
Buncan. Aleene
Erwin, l\frs, NelHe Gee
Ever'ett, Mr$'. W. :1.
Farmer, J. F,
L M o N T
Su de ku m, Elizabeth
SUdekum, Viola
Ta-ndy, Charlotte
Thiele. Jane
Thompson. Con
Tyler. Martha
Wade. Dorothy
Waldrep, LlIllan
Wa.mer, Anne Elizabeth
Wheeler, Helen
'White. Rub~' Lee
'Wilson. Mary Ellzabeth
Yandell, Anne
Panaglotopulos, veseo
Russell. Frances
Simon. Pnullne
Smith. Blanche
Stonestreet. Nancy
Wherry, Augusta
White, Anna
Potter, Esther
Rabon. Leora
Hagland. Mary L,
Rlchard1lon, Annie
Robel"ts, Margaret
Rosensliel. ROsina
Rosenthal, Corinne
!>elIs, Virginia
Simonton. 'Mal'y
Simmons. lIiary French
Sloan. Ethel
f':mlth. Dora Bessie
Smith, Helen
Speer. ',rhera
Stribling, Dorothy
Thomas. Helen
Tooke, Mary LOllis
Wa,·shauel·. SophIe
Wetzel, Dorolhy
"'hlte. Lula Mildred
Wlc),er. LouIse
Williams, Jessye
Wooseley. Anna. May
Fleming, J'lflnnle Luther
Fletcher. Thomas
Folk, Cornell a
Foster, lIlartha
Fl'ank. Helen
Frye. Dora lIIae
Gabl"lel. Sister
Gal'rabrant, Elsie
Garrett, Flora
Gay, Edna May
Geny, Chrlstlne
Glasgow. Gl'ace
Glasgow. Mary Bell'5
GlpSOll. Irene
Gordon, Sue H.
GI'a}', Frances
Green, Lucy Hendel'son
GI'eene, Mrs. H. M.
Hargrove, Elaine ViOla
Hardison, Emest K.
HalTls. Dorothy
Harris, .Tosephine
Hayes. Florence Mas
Hayes, MinnIe
Hester, LoulllC
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Hibbs, Ellzabeth
HIbbs, Isabelle
Hfll, George
mu. Helen Jaquelyn
Hitchcock, Sara
HotehkiSll. Gladys
House, Annie James
troweu, Louise ..
Hunter, 1111'S. Freu
Hurd, M...nterey
Ingraham. Harriet
Jackson, Edwin
.rotmson, Elizabeth
. Johnson. Katherine
Jones, India
Jordan, Walter
Justice. Mary
rcesnner. W, J.
Keyes, Dorothy
King, Ethel
Kiger, Vernon
Kil'klnnu, Katherine
Knox, Gladys
Lam ber-t. Martha
Laniel'. Mary Elizabeth
Lannom, Lillian
Lev)', Leah Belle
Liles. Luelle
Lusl'. Cal'olyn
Lusk, Elizabeth
Lusk. Mrs. Robert
xrercu-em. Mydetle
xrccarmv. Dorothy
McClure, Margaret
:i\fcGugln, Lucy
src....turrv, K.ate
McQuiddY. Sue
Jl{a.ng"m. Beryl
Montgomery. Orma
MOI'l'lssey, Margaret
AlrLb'lma
Axizona
Ad,ansas
California.
Colorado
Connectlcut ., ,
District of Columbia.,.
Florida
G..,orgia
I1llnois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
MaIne
Maryland
lInchlgan
Minnesota
Mississippi
MissourI
Montana .. ,., ..... , .•.•.
Nebraska
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Mu rd ock., novene
Murray, Anne
Newman. Roberta
Noel IIIrs, L. G.
North, Mrs. J. S.
Orgaln. Angie
Padgett. Mo.ry
Pa.rren t, Anna
Parrent, Marie
Paschal, HattIe T.
Patterson. Blanche
Perkins, care
Perkins, Martha
Pittman, Margaret
Pittman, Marie
pointer. Kitty
Provine. R. C.
Ra,jnes. Anna
neneom, Mrs. C. J.
moe. Katherine
Rich, Frances
Rives, :RubY
Roberts. J, wunem
Rogers, Elizabeth
Rudisill. :Mrs. L.
~avn~~~~,~~~I~y Elizabeth
ganders, ;o.[ary Rlchmond
saoscm. Morgan
snrt«t». Elnlsy
Savage, Nell
scale". xr-s. E. P.
goate Margaret
Sexton, D. P,
Shackleford. Elizabeth
f'he!lherd, $;llr'lh
Sherley, Elizabeth
Simon, Paul!ne
Simpson. Louise
sneses. :'orarion
Skinner, Eula
Sm~l.l·lt. :'oIl'S.'V. S,
Smith, Blanche
Smith, Jessie Wallaee
Smith, Iva neue
Smith, Ruth
Spears, s-rencee
Spears. Mary
Speier, Mary Gaut
Stockman, E. H., Jr.
srcvee. Joe
sese. DolUe .
Sudekum, Mrs. Harry
Sullivan, Annie
scmven. Claudine
Tank1lley. Ellzabeth
Terry. Mary Elizabeth
Thompson, Dorothy ,
Thurman, Theo
Thus5, Clemence
Tolmle, Margaret
Tucker, Darthea
Tucker, Robbie L.
Turpin, Louise
Tyler. Viola
Van Valkenburg. LUcie
Vertrees, Mrs. John J.
Wade: Laura D.
Waggoner. Aleda
Walsh. Nellie
Walton. Midam
wen-en. Margaret
Wfl.$hlngton. Martha
W..,bb, WlIhelmlna
Wherry, l\Iargaret
weuneio, Luelle
Whitsitt, Mllored,
wuxerecn, Henrietta
Williams. Mrs. H. Frank
wms. Ma.ml.., Craig
Winkler, l\fargaret
wcccs. onrrorc C,
RECAPITULATION
STUDENTS BY STATES
5
2
I
"23
3
.. 3
389
,102•,,
•3,
89
... 1
, .. 21
1
1,
1
10
20
1
"89
"10
"1,
"1n
"5•
New Jersey
!'ew Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
~outh Carollna
'l'ennessee
Te:<9.s
Virginia
'Washington
West VirginIa
Wisconsin
wyoming .. , ....
Central America
costa Rica
Cuba
Fanama
w A R D B E L M o N T
LOUise irenel.
GRADUATES AND CERTIFICATE PUPILS 1921
GRADUA TES IN THE CLASSICAL COURSE
.... Iowa .Jane Avcnae VanCleve. . .. " ... omc
GRADUATES IN THE GENERAL COURSE
Margaret ,Josephine Adams .• Tennessee
Margn.l'ot Livingston Balley Illinois
Uartha Baird Tennessee
Allee Ere ne Bal'bee MlsslssIppl
J"anice May Boardman. . .. Iowa
Elsie LUCile Bonham. " IlllnOls
Ellanna Born . 'rexas
Adele LYle Bounds MlsslsslllPl
Clotllda Bnlzelton. . Texas
FnLnces Brown Tennessee '
Lyndall Bullock... . .Loulslana
Thelma :.r. caean. •...•........ Texas
Virginia Lee Carllon Tennessee
Ettna Christensen ..•............. rewa
Em Neville Cochran lIIlssissippl
Mild"od ,,\Vlnlfred Colby.. . .Ol,lahomn.
Elizabeth C. Colson. . T1JinOls
Helen Curran MIssour!
Nellie Beall Dent Alabama
Estelle Dilworth Tennessee
Beryle Romayne Dodson Texas
Vlrg!nla Eckley '" Illinois
Laura Helen Emberson Texas
Hallie Fincham Texas
lilsther Fleming Tennessee
lI{n.I·yElizabeth Gee lIflsslsslppl
Virginia DeVier Glascock Kansas
Ual'y Louise Stewart Grish::lm .Loulslana
ruue Leonattne Hill ' Alabama
Dorinda BUCkingham Hollinshead.
Wait~l: ';irii(i~~d·H~liis·t~;·: ~:~~:::~;
Della Jeff"les AI'kansas
Beatrice JOhnston Illinois
Anelta L. Lavely. . Iowa
Nanc}' Lawson MissOU1'1
Mumle Joso:>phlne Lee. . .. Ol'lahoma
Josephine Liggett.... . .. Kansas
Anna ;I(ae l\IcAdams Texas
Anna May McClain KansAs
Louise "McClellan Tennessee
Fmn1,le McKinney Texas
Mary Elizabeth Meyer Mississippi
.Tewel Allene Minnis AI·kansas
Willie Lois Moore. . Texas
Elizabeth t.ecne, l\Ior,·\s. . .. Ohlo
Charlotte Ellen O'Flaherty Iowa.
Geraldine Parl<er Texas
Lillian Ruth Pierce. . Texas
Ruby Mae Pigford. . .. 1\lIssi'3slppl
JUlia Elizabeth P'rfca , . •.. 1\Iissoul"l
Mal'y Virginia. Price Tennessee
.Tean Mildred Reineklng Wlsconsin
Ruby some ..•. . .•......... Texas
.Tama Cathel'lne Sharp Tennessee
Helen E. Shelby Mrssout-t
Reba Simmons Tennessee
Henrfet t a LOuise Slnlgal Illinois
Helen Adaline Stone. . IlIlnols
VII'glnia Taylor 'l·ennessee
Ger·t,·uda Thompson. . Indiana
Do"othy Louise Turner New Jersey
Ha r garet Julla Vern ler .......• Indiana
Martha Louise Vordenbe ry Ohio
IIr>\rle Ethel Walter. . .. Vi'lsconsln
Mlldnld Wyly Watts Oklahoma
DOI'Othl' "reaVel' '" Texas
Myra Wlillflms . . IllInois
Bln.nche Withers Tex:Ls
Nina Woodall Texas
Ruth WUl'tsbaugh LouiSiana
GRADUATES IN EXPRESSION
EII(l.nn'l. Bllrn Texas Helen Frances Darnall Tennc8seo
lrildred \Vlnl~red Colby Oklahomn. MarG"~ret Elizabeth Garner 1\[lssoul"l
DOI'oth)' AU,Jnson Vi'est V!J'glnla
.Tan!ce Ma." BOB.r·dman Iowa
lfrtl"gal'ot Connett. " l'>tISSOUl'i
GR,\DUATES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
......... IllinOis
... Wyoming
............ Kansas
J"an Cooper.
Jl[arleUe L. Haag.
H:lchael .T. Renn.
Marth:!. Bal ..d.
GRADUATES IN. HOME ECONOMICS
. .. Loulsiana...... Tennessee GUSsie Ray Ross.
GRADUATE TN PIANO
~'rarga ..et Branch Pittman. '" Tennessee
i\lild"cd A. Hanington. . .. Tennessee
Mary EleanOl' Hasslel llllnois
DOI'othy Colgate Henscl Pennsj'l"anla
Dorothy Hicks. . Texas
Elizabeth HOII'se Tennessee
Betty C. Hume lIlalne
Margaret E. Jones. . Alabama
Sue Joy Tennessee
Coralie Kessler. . Missouri
I1rndred L. Klltze!. Wisconsin
Helen LeMaster.... . 1111nols
Elizabeth Louise Lightfoot. .. Tennessee
Jim McWilliams. .'l'ennessee
CERT1,FICATE PUPILS IN HIGH SCHOOL COURSE
LOt'elta Barnn.nl Ohio
Ruth BellingJ·atb.... .. ArkaJls:Js
Constance Caldwell. . .. IllinOIs
llan° Chancellor. . ..... Florlda
Gel·trude Vi'alter.'ldorf Eberhart.
Tennessee
Ch"lstlne Folsom. . .Georgia
Elizabeth Logan Garner. . .. Tennessee
Frances Mildl'ed Garvey Illlnois
Louise Godwin 'l'ennessee
Blanche Marie Gregg Texas
Ruth Guitar. . .Texas
Hl"ll"n Maqraret Hainline~ Illinois
i
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J',[eta Helen Maurer.. . Ke~~~:;;
Sarah L. i\flddleton. . ... Tennence
~~~r~~~;g~~de'~""""" .. New Jersey
Martha Parman. . . . . . . . . .: Te.~fl~~~~:
Dorothy L. Parmenter.
Sara Ellzabeth Paul. .." :K:~?~~~~
rc ancyanna, PaUley Tennessee
~r~:~,.,;t;.:~~y. . West Virginia
Alice Byrd Pickett. .:::::: :~:~~::::
Elsie P01·te.r.. . .rndlana.
Helen Price.
Mary Terecla Price. . . . . ..• Tenn69!Mle
Nellie GraY Reynolds .. TenneBllee
M tie Augusta Ridgeway ......•. Te:o;a.s
A:;ee Robertson Kanlas
i~~~:~e~I~ ~~i:::.~·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:.iie~nt~s::;
Magdalene Rogers KentuckY
E '11' Fredericka Schenck nuncte
D~:"thY Rose Simon.. . Georgia
Catberlne Smith.. . .•.. ~~~~he~:~
~:~;e~~~:k;~tt~. . :Oklahoma
Lenore Cornwell ....
Sam Fatine Dowdle
A.lline Fentress ..
Haille Flncbam ..
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN PIANO
Margaret Ellen Howard.
Louise Howell. ..... ···
Martha Maury Perkins.
Anne Ellzabeth Sullivan.
... 'reneeeeee
· .Tennessee
· . TenneseeEl
... 'r'enneeeee
.......•.. Kansas
.. Texas
.Tennessee
. 'rexea
CERTIFICATE 'PUPIL IN VOICE
.. KansasLenore Cornwell.
CERTIFICATE PUPIL IN ORGAN
Anna May McClain....... ..Kansas
CERTIFICATE PuPILS IN EXPRESSION
t;:llzabeth Liggett. .....
Emma Be<lford Norton
3eraldlne Parker.. ..,
Helen E. Shelby .....
Marie Ethel Walter.
Marlon Everly Williams.
Marlon Frances Young ..
'renneeeee
... Mlsslsf:!ippl
....... Te,.a!!
... MIssourl
· .Wlsconsln
.nnnore
.. Iowa
d .• Tenncs~eei\[a.rgaret Josephine A ams Texas
rceuee» Foster Caro-P Tennessee
Virginia Lee Carlton ··. .. Te:<as
Sarah Frances Eastham.. . .. -rexea
Laura Helen Emberson. .Colorado
Erma Mae Fagertltrom. . . .. Lou tstenu
Louise Stuart Grisham. . ... Montana
carrse Neal HerrIng.
CERTIFICATE puPILS IN ART
Mildred Perry .
Reba V. Simmons.
Catherine Smith .
Lelia Jeannette Wood
Josephine Liggett .
Catherine Berry Pilcher
.West Virginia
... Tennessee
...... Oklahoma.
........ Mlssourl
... Kansas
... Tennessee
. . . Texas
Grace Brown. . .Tennessee
M. Louise Hester ·· . Texas
DOI'othY Hicks · Tennessee
~~t~Okanna KrebS'. . .. Maryland
Ma'y Ellzabeth Meyer. .Mlsslsslppl
CERTIFICATE puPILS IN HOllIE ECONOMlICS
Kansae zola Sinclair ···
Denise BaudCl~sier .... : :itontana I!ah M. Watson .
Dorothy P ~
CERT.IFICATE PUPILS IN DOMESTIC ART IndIana.
.. Montana ZOlh"MSln~~~~~~:: ~~..... :::~:: :GeorgJaDorothy P. Cosier.... Texn.9 Iia .
Anna. lIlae IIlcAdams .. , "::.Mi~;IS8IPPI
Charlotte Simpson. . . . . DOMESTIC SCIENCE
CERTIFICATE PUPIL IN
Elbabeth Leona MorriS. . Ohlo
CERTIFICATE PuPILS IN SECRETARIAL
I Julia. Leonatlne Hlll ....
Allee Becker I1l!no 9
Dorothy L IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CERTIFICATE pUPI Connecticut
DoriS Cone ..........••.....
.Indlana
.. Georgia
/1
·i
•
